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Transmission constraints - T03.02
SUMMARY
This Deliverable Report describes the research performed within Work Package 3, Task 3.2 (Control Subject to Transmission Constraints, with Transmission
Errors), in the first 36 months of the project. It targets the issue of control subject
to transmission constraints with transmission error. This research concerns problems arising from the presence of a noisy communication channel (specified and
modeled at the physical layer) within the control loop. The resulting constraints
include finite capacities in the transmission of the sensor and/or actuator signals
and transmission errors. Our focus is on designing new compression and coding
techniques to support networked control in this scenario.
This Deliverable extends the analysis provided in the companion Deliverable
D03.01, to deal with the effects of noise in communication channel. The quantization schemes described in D03.01, in particular the adaptive ones, might be very
sensitive to the presence of even a few errors. Indeed error-correction coding for
estimation or control purposes cannot simply exploit classical coding theory and
practice, where vanishing error probability is obtained only in the limit of infinite
block-length.
A first contribution reported in this Deliverable is the construction of families
of codes having the any-time property required in this setting, and the analysis of
the trade-off between code complexity and performance. Our results consider the
binary erasure channel, and can be extended to more general binary-input outputsymmetric memoryless channels.
The second and third contributions reported in this deliverable deal with the
problem of remotely stabilizing linear time invariant (LTI) systems over Gaussian
channels. Specifically, in the second contribution we consider a single LTI system
which has to be stabilized by a remote controller using a network of sensors having
average transmit power constraints. We study basic sensor network topologies and
provide necessary and sufficient conditions for mean square stabilization.
Then in the third contribution, we extend our study to two LTI systems which
are to be simultaneously stabilized. In this regard, we study the interesting setups
of joint and separate sensing and control. By joint sensing we mean that there exists a common sensor node to simultaneously transmit the sensed state processes
of the two plants and by joint control we mean that there is a common controller
for both plants. We name these setups as: i) control over multiple-access channel
(separate sensors, joint controller setup), ii) control over broadcast channel (common sensor, separate controllers setup), and iii) control over interference channel (separate sensors, separate controllers). We propose to use delay-free linear
2
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schemes for these setups and thus obtain sufficient conditions for mean square
stabilization.
Then, we discuss the joint design of the encoder and the controller. We propose an iterative design procedure for a joint design of the sensor measurement
quantization, channel error protection, and controller actuation, with the objective
to minimize the expected linear quadratic cost over a finite horizon.
Finally, the same as for the noiseless case, we address the issues that arise
when not only one plant and one controller are communicating through a channel,
but there is a whole network of sensors and actuators. We consider the effects of
digital noisy channels on the consensus algorithm, and we present an algorithm
which exploits the any-time codes discussed above.

3
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Introduction

This Deliverable targets the issue of control subject to transmission constraints
with transmission error. It is worth recalling that the case with no transmission
error is analyzed in the companion Deliverable D03.01, where the assumption of
noiseless channel is essential. Indeed, most results illustrated in D03.01, and in
particular the zoom-in zoom-out coding strategy, require a perfect synchronization of the encoder’s and decoder’s internal state, which is lost if even one single
bit is wrongly received. However, in communication settings such as wireless sensor networks, the assumption of a noiseless communication becomes irrealistic. It
would be tempting to separate the error-correcting problem from the (quantized)
control problem, but classical results in coding theory allow to achieve vanishing
error probability only in the limit of infinitely large codeword length, which is impossible to use within an estimation or control task. A series of works by A. Sahai
and S. Mitter [115–117], show the specific feature distinguishing the problem of
information transmission for control from the problem of pure information transmission, related to the different sensitivity to delay. Indeed, while the presence of
sensible delays can often be tolerated in the communication performance evaluation, such delays can be detrimental for the system performance in several control
applications. Here, the fundamental question is not only where, but also when
the information is available. For this reason, it is often desirable to use transmission systems for control applications which are able to provide estimates whose
precision increases with time, so as providing a reasonable partial information
transmission anytime the process is stopped. In section 2, we present families of
coding schemes having this anytime property, and we discuss the tradeoff between
their performance and their complexity. This is the first result illustrated in this
report.
In section 3 we study the problem of remotely stabilizing a first order LTI system over Gaussian sensor networks. It is worth remarking that the the problem of
5
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stabilization of a LTI system, is the most studied problem in the literature about
control over noisy channels (see e.g. [60, 102, 116]). One original aspect of our
approach is in the channel model considered, i.e., the relay channel, which is more
realistic for wireless networks. In our setup we assume that there exists a network
of sensor nodes which communicate the state process to a remote control unit,
which takes actions to stabilize the plant. All the communication links between
the plant, the sensors, and the controller are assumed to be corrupted by additive
white Gaussian noise. We study some basic network topologies for the sensors
and derive necessary and sufficient conditions for mean square stabilization over
these basic sensor network settings. Our results reveal relationship between mean
square stability of the plant and the communication channel parameters, e.g., sensor power, noise power, channel gains etc.
Then in section 4 we study the problem of simultaneously stabilizing two first
order LTI systems over three basic multi-user communication channels: i) white
Gaussian multiple-access channel, ii) white Gaussian broadcast channel, and iii)
white Gaussian interference channel. We propose to use linear and memoryless
communication and control schemes over these channels and thereby derive sufficient conditions for mean square stabilization. These delay-free linear schemes
are inspired by the well-known Schakwijk-Kailath coding scheme [118], and they
are suitable for delay-sensitive control applications.
As previously mentioned, most work on control over noisy channels has been
devoted to stability, while optimal designs are much less explored in the literature.
Exceptions include the study of optimal stochastic control over communication
channels, e.g., [68, 83, 103, 124]. In section 5, our main concern is optimal average performance over a finite horizon, given a fixed data rate. We introduced
an iterative design procedure for finding encoder–controller pairs. The result is a
synthesis technique for joint optimization of the quantization, error protection and
control over a bandlimited and noisy channel.
Finally, the same as for the noiseless case, we address the issues that arise
when not only one plant and one controller are communicating through a channel,
but there is a whole network of sensors and actuators. In section 6, we consider
the effects of digital noisy channels on the consensus algorithm, and we present
an algorithm which exploits the any-time codes presented in section 2.

6
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2

Anytime coding algorithms for estimation through
a noisy digital channel

In this section we will report the work presented in [70] on anytime coding algorithms for estimation through a noisy digital channel, which are a fundamental
building block of any estimation or control algorithm over a network affected by
noise on the transmission channels. Reliable transmission of information among
the nodes of a network is known to be a relevant problem in information engineering. It is indeed fundamental both when the network is designed for pure
information transmission, as well as in scenarios in which the network is deputed
to accomplish some specific tasks requiring information exchange, such as parallel and distributed computation, or load balancing; wireless sensor networks;
sensors/actuators networks, such as mobile multi-agent networks. Distributed algorithms to accomplish synchronization, estimation, or localization tasks, necessarily need to exchange quantities among the agents, which are often real-valued.
Assuming that transmission links are digital, a fundamental problem is thus to
transmit a continuous quantity, i.e. a real number or, possibly, a vector, through a
digital noisy channel up to a given degree of precision.
In [70] we addressed the problem of efficient, real-time transmission of a
finite-dimensional Euclidean-space-valued state through a noisy digital channel.
We focused on anytime transmission algorithms, i.e. algorithms which can be
stopped anytime while providing estimations of increasing precision. These algorithms are particularly suitable for applications in problems of distributed control.
As especially pointed out in a series of works by A. Sahai and S. Mitter
[115–117], there is a specific feature distinguishing the problem of information
transmission for control from the problem of pure information transmission. This
is related to the different sensitivity to delay typically occurring in the two scenarios. Indeed, while the presence of sensible delays can often be tolerated in the
communication performance evaluation, such delays can be detrimental for the
system performance in several control applications. Here, the fundamental question is not only where, but also when the information is available. For this reason,
it is often desirable to use transmission systems for control applications which are
able to provide estimates whose precision increases with time, so as providing a
reasonable partial information transmission anytime the process is stopped.
On the other hand, the computational complexity of the transmission schemes
is a central issue. In fact, nodes in wireless networks are usually very simple
devices with limited computational abilities and severe energy constraints. Appli7
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cable transmission systems should be designed performing a number of operations
which remains bounded in time, both in the encoding and in the decoding. Hence,
an analysis of the tradeoffs between performance and complexity of the transmission schemes is required.
In many problems of information transmission, there is the possibility to take
advantage of the feedback information naturally available to the transmitter. Known
results in Information Theory [71] show that feedback can improve the capacity of
channels with memory, or multiple access channels1 , as well as reduce latency and
computational complexity. In many cases of practical interest, however, feedback
information is incomplete, or difficult to be used. Also, there are many situations,
for instance in the wireless network scenario, in which the transmitter needs to
broadcast its information to many different receivers and hence feedback strategies to acknowledge the receipt of past transmissions could be unfeasible. For
these reasons, in the present work we shall restrict ourselves to the case in which
there is no feedback information.
A fundamental characteristic of digital communication for control applications concerns the nature of information bits. In the traditional communication
theory, information bits are usually assumed to be equally valuable, and they are
consequently given the same priority by the transmission system designer. In fact,
design paradigms of modern low-complexity codes [104, 114] –based on random
sparse graphical models and iterative decoding algorithms– treat information bits
as equally valuable. While such an assumption is typically justified by the sourcechannel separation principle, this principle does not generally hold when delay is
a primary concern. For instance, it is known that separate source-channel coding
is suboptimal in terms of the joint source-channel error exponent [72, 73]. In fact,
in many problems of information transmission for control or estimation, different
information bits typically require significantly different treatment.
As an example, particularly relevant for the topics addressed in this section,
assume that a random parameter, uniformly distributed over a unitary interval, has
to be reliably transmitted through a digital noisy channel (see [63] and references
therein for the analysis of the information theoretic limits of this problem on the
bandwidth-unlimited Gaussian channel). Such a parameter may be represented
by its dyadic expansion, which is a stream of independent identically distributed
bits. Clearly, such information bits are not equally valuable, since the first one
is more significant than the second one, and so on. This motivates the study of
1

Whereas a classic result due to Shannon shows that feedback does not improve the capacity
of a discrete memoryless channel.
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unequal error protection codes [58, 100]. One of the challenges posed by information transmission for control/estimation applications is to come up with design
paradigms for practical, low-complexity, unequal error protection codes.
In [70] we proposed two classes of coding strategies for the anytime transmission of real-valued random vectors through a digital noisy channel. In both
cases, the transmission scheme consists of an encoder, mapping the real vector
into a sequence of channel inputs, and of a decoder, sequentially refining the estimate of the vector as more and more channel outputs are observed. The first
strategy is characterized by good performance in terms of the convergence of the
mean squared error, but it is expensive in terms of encoder/decoder computational
complexity. On the other hand, the second class of strategies have convenient
computational complexity, but worse convergence rate.
In order to keep the use of information-theoretical techniques at a minimum,
we shall confine our exposition to the binary erasure channel (BEC), and defer
any discussion on the possible extensions to general discrete memoryless channels to the concluding section. In the BEC, a transmitted binary signal is either
correctly received, or erased with some probability ε. While this channel allows
for an elementary treatment, it is of its own interest in many scenarios. In [64], the
techniques proposed here have been applied in order to obtain a version of the average consensus algorithm working in presence of digital erasure communication
channels between the nodes.
We end this introduction by establishing some notation. Throughout the section, R and N will denote the sets of reals and naturals, respectively. For a subset
A ⊆ B, |A| will denote the cardinality of A, A = B \ A its complement, and
1A : B → {0, 1} its indicator function, defined by 1A (x) = 1 if x ∈ A, and
1A (x) = 0 otherwise. The natural logarithm will be denoted by ln, while log
will stand for the logarithm in base 2. For x ∈ [0, 1], we shall use the notation
H(x) := −x log x − (1 − x) log(1 − x) for the binary entropy of x with the standard convention 0 log 0 = 0. For two sequences of reals (at )t∈N and (bt )t∈N , both
the notations at = O(bt ) and bt = Θ(at ) will mean that at ≤ Kbt for some
constant K, while at = o(bt ) will mean that limt at /bt = 0. A sequence at ,
t = 1, 2, . . . is sometimes denoted with the symbol a = (at )∞
t=1 , while with the
T
symbol a = (at )t=1 we will mean its truncation to t = 1, . . . , T .

2.1

Problem formulation

We shall now provide a formal description of the problem. Let x be a random
variable taking values on X ⊆ Rd . We shall assume that x has an a priori prob9
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ability law which is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure,
and denote by f (x) the probability density of x. Further, we shall assume that
E||x||2+δ < +∞ for some δ > 0. At time t ∈ N, the communication channel has
input yt , and output zt , taking values in some finite alphabets Y, and Z, respectively. Transmission is assumed to be memoryless, i.e., given the current input yt ,
the output zt is assumed to be conditionally independent from the previous inputs
t−1
(ys )t−1
s=1 and outputs (zs )s=1 , as well as from the vector x. The conditional probability of zt = z given yt = y will be assumed stationary and denoted by p(z|y).
We shall consider in detail the binary erasure channel (BEC) in which Y = {0, 1},
Z = {0, 1, ?}, and
p(0|0) = p(1|1) = 1 − ε ,

p(?|0) = p(?|1) = ε ,

p(1|0) = p(0|1) = 0 .

Here, ? stands for the erased signal, and ε ∈ [0, 1[ for the erasure probability.
The anytime transmission scheme consists of an encoder and a sequential decoder.2 The encoder consists of a family of maps Et : X → Y, specifying the
symbol transmitted through the channel at time t, yt = Et (x). With this family
of maps we can associate the global map E : X → Y N which specifies the infinite string that the encoder generates from x. The decoder instead is given by
a family of maps Dt : Z t → X , describing the estimate x̂t = Dt ((zs )ts=1 ) of
x obtained from the string (zs )ts=1 that has been received until time t. With this
family of maps we can associate naturally the global map D : Z N → X N . This is
represented in the following scheme
X

Et - t
Y

Channel -

Zt

Dt X
(1)

x

-

(ys )ts=1

-

(zs )ts=1

-

x̂t

where Et := πt ◦ E and where πt : Y N → Y t is the projection of a sequence in Y N
into its first t symbols
In order to evaluate the performance of a scheme, we define the root mean
squared error (mean with respect to both the randomness of x ∈ X and with
respect to the possible randomness of the communication channel) at time t by
∆t := (E||x − x̂t ||2 )1/2 .

(2)

2

Our definition of anytime transmission scheme does not formally coincide with that in the
Anytime Information Theory of S. Mitter and A. Sahai. Our usage of the term “anytime” has to
be understood in the broader sense it has in Artificial Intelligence, where anytime algorithms are
algorithms whose quality of results improves gradually as computation time increases [135].
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In this section, we shall be concerned with the rate of decay of ∆t for different
anytime transmission schemes. All the coding strategies which will be analyzed
α
are characterized by a root mean squared error ∆t converging to zero like 2−βt
for some constants β > 0 and 0 < α ≤ 1. More precisely we shall seek to find
α, β such that
α
∆t ≤ p(t)2−βt
(3)
for some polynomial p(t). When (3) holds, the coding strategy will be said to
achieve a degree of convergence α and rate of convergence β. When α = 1
we shall simply say that we have an exponential convergence. In this case β is
referred to as the exponential convergence rate. In the sequel, various strategies
will be compared in terms of the parameters α and β that can be achieved, and
such parameters will be related to the required computational complexity.

2.2

Application to state estimation under communication constraints

The problem illustrated in the previous paragraph is related to the state estimation problem under communication constraints (see [101, 102, 121, 123, 124] and
references therein). Assume we are given a discrete time stochastic linear system
x(t + 1) = Ax(t) + v(t) ,

x(0) = x0 ,

(4)

where x0 ∈ Rn is a random vector with zero mean, v(t) ∈ Rn is a zero-mean
white noise, x(t) ∈ Rn is the state sequence, and A ∈ Rn×n is a full rank, unstable
matrix.
Suppose that a remotely positioned receiver is required to estimate the state
of the system, while observing the output of a binary erasure channel only. Then,
it is necessary to design a family of encoders Et and of decoders Dt . At each
time t ≥ 0, the encoder Et takes x(0), . . . , x(t) as input, and returns the symbol
yt ∈ {0, 1}, which is in turn fed as an input to the channel. The receiver observes
the channel output symbols z0 , . . . , zt , from which the decoder Dt has to obtain
an estimate x̂(t) of the current state.
If we have that v(t) = 0 for every t ≥ 0, then the only source of uncertainty
is due to the initial condition x0 . Hence, in this case, the encoder/decoder task
reduces to obtaining good estimates of x0 at the receiver side. Indeed, in order
to obtain a good estimate x̂(t) of x(t), the receiver has to obtain the best possible
estimate x̂(0|t) of the initial condition x(0) from the received data y0 , . . . , yt , and
then it can define x̂(t) := At x̂(0|t). In this way, one has x(t) − x̂(t) = At (x(0) −
11
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x̂(0|t)), so that the problem reduces to finding the best way of coding x(0) in such
a way that expansion of At is well dominated by the contraction of x(0) − x̂(0|t).
The same technique can be applied if v(t) is small with respect to x0 as clarified
by the following example.
Example 1. Consider the following unstable scalar discrete time linear system
x(t + 1) = ax(t) + v(t) ,

x(0) = x0 ,

where a > 1 and where x0 is a random variable with probability density f (x) and
v(t) is a sequence of independent, identically distributed random variables with
zero mean and variance σv2 , which are independent of x0 . Assume that a state
estimation algorithm is run, based on the noiseless model x(t + 1) = ax(t) by
estimating the initial condition x0 from data transmitted until time t. As before,
we shall denote this estimate by x̂(0|t). From x̂(0|t), we form the estimate x̂(t) :=
at x̂(0|t) of x(t). The estimation error at time t will be e(t) := x(t) − x̂(t) =
Pt−1 t−1−i
a
v(i), so that E[e(t)2 ] = a2t E[(x(0) − x̂(0|t))2 ] +
at (x(0) − x̂(0|t)) + i=0
2 1−a2t
σv 1−a2 . This error depends both on the error in the estimation of the initial
condition, and on the wrong model we used. As we shall see, our techniques yield
an estimation error on x(0) of the form E[(x(0) − x̂(0|t))2 ] = Cζ(t), where C
depends only on the probability density f (x) and ζ(t) is a function converging
to zero depending only on the communication channel characteristics and on the
coding strategy. Therefore,
"
2

E[e(t) ] = a

2t

Cζ(t) +

1 − a−2t
σv2 2
a −1

#

.

In case C is much larger than σv2 , there will be an initial time regime in which the
error is not influenced by the model noise but only by the estimation of the initial
condition x(0).

2.3

The limit of performance on the binary erasure channel

Observe that, in case of noiseless channel, the function mapping x into (x̂0 , . . . , x̂t−1 )
is a quantizer assuming at most 2t values. It is well-known in the theory of vector
quantization [86] that, if Q : X → X is a quantizer assuming m values, then
(E||x − Q(x)||2 )1/2 ≥ C− m−1/d ,

(5)

where C− is a positive constant only depending on the dimension d, and the a
priori density f (x). This shows that ∆t ≥ C− 2−t/d for all t ∈ N. Hence, it is
12
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not possible to obtain a convergence degree α greater than 1 with an exponential
convergence rate β larger than 1/d. In this section, we shall present a tighter
upper bound on the exponential convergence rate of ∆t on the BEC with erasure
probability ε.
Consider the general scheme (1). The error pattern associated to the output
sequence (zt ) ∈ Z N is the sequence (ξt ) ∈ {c, ?}N componentwise defined by
ξt = c if zt ∈ {0, 1} (this corresponds to a correct transmission), and ξt =? if
zt =? (this corresponds to an erased signal). Observe that, given the encoder E
and the decoder D, the error pattern (ξt )t∈N is a random variable independent of
the source vector x. This property will allow us to present for the BEC almost
elementary proofs of results holding true also for general discrete memoryless
channels.
For j ≤ t, let
P
λtj := j≤s≤t 1{ξs =c}
(6)
be the random variable describing the number of non-erased outputs observed
between time j and t. Clearly,
!

P(λtj

t − j + 1 t−j+1−l
= l) =
ε
(1 − ε)l ,
l

l = 0, . . . , t − j + 1 .

(7)

The simple observation above allows one to prove the following result.
Theorem 1. Assume transmission over the BEC with erasure probability ε ∈
[0, 1]. Then, the estimation error of any coding scheme as in (1) satisfies
∆t ≥ C− 2−tβ(d,ε) ,

(8)



1
β(d, ε) := − log ε + (1 − ε)2−2/d
2

(9)

for all t ≥ 0, where

and C− is a constant depending only on the dimension d and the a priori density
f (x).
It is not hard to see that (8) continues to hold true even if the encoder has access
to noiseless (even non-causal) output feedback.3 A fortiori, (8) holds in the case of
3

In fact, it is tempting to conjecture that a tighter bound could possibly be proven for the
exponent in the absence of feedback.
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partial or noisy feedback, which is the typical situation occurring in the network
scenarios outlined above. In case of perfect causal feedback, the bound (8) is
achieved by the encoder which keeps on transmitting the most significant bit of the
dyadic expansion of x until this is correctly received. However, it is not clear what
can be done if the feedback is noisy, partial, or not available. We shall propose
some simple schemes which are not able to achieve exponential error rates, but
have low computational complexity, while in the sequel we shall present schemes
achieving exponential error rates at the cost of higher computational complexity.

2.4

Quantized encoding schemes

In this section, we shall propose and compare different coding strategies. All of
them are based on a separation between the quantization of the continuous vector
and the channel coding. In the literature, vector quantizers with special structure
have been proposed, called tree-structured vector quantizers [86]. Consider a map
S : X → {0, 1}N , and, for all t ∈ N, the map St := πt ◦ S, where πt : {0, 1}N →
{0, 1}t is the truncation operator defined above. Finally, let St−1 be a right inverse
of St . Then, we can define a tree-structured vector quantizer [86, pag.410] which
is the family of maps Qt : X → X defined as Qt := St−1 ◦ St . It can be seen [86]
that if E||x||2+δ < +∞ for some δ > 0, then, there exists a tree-structured vector
quantizer (Qt ) such that
(E||x − Qt (x)||2 )1/2 ≤ C+ 2−t/d ,

(10)

where C+ is a positive constant depending only on the dimension d and the a priori
density f (x). Observe that the right-hand side of (10) differs from the right-hand
side of (5) only by a constant independent of the quantizer’s range size m = 2t ,
i.e. tree-structured quantizers are not suboptimal for their rate of convergence.
Remark 1. The upper bound (10) is easy to be obtained if X = [0, 1]. Indeed,
in this case, one can take S to be the map which associates with x its binary
expansion. We can apply this argument in case X is a bounded subset of R. In
case X is unbounded, tree-structured quantizers can be determined satisfying the
upper bound (10) (see Lemma 5.2 in [109]). The extension from the scalar to the
vector case is straightforward.
Notice that, if x0 , x00 ∈ X are such that St (x0 ) = St (x00 ), then
E||x0 − x00 ||2 ≤ E(||x0 − Qt (x0 )|| + ||x00 − Qt (x00 )||)2
≤ 2E||x0 − Qt (x0 )||2 + 2E||x00 − Qt (x00 )||2 ≤ 2C+2 2−2t/d .
(11)
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With a slight abuse of terminology, the map S associated with a tree-structured
vector quantizer will be called a dyadic expansion map. We now show how a
transmission scheme can be built starting from S and a family of its truncations’
right inverses St−1 .
Consider a sequence of integers m1 , m2 , . . . ∈ N such that mt−1 ≤ mt for all
t and a family of maps
Ẽt : Y mt → Y ,

D̃t : Z t → Y mt .

(12)

We can define the map Ẽ : Y N → Y N by letting the value of Ẽ((ws )∞
s=1 ) at time t
equal to Ẽt (w1 , . . . , wmt ). We also put Ẽt := πt ◦Ẽ. Notice that, since Ẽt ((ws )∞
s=1 ))
depends on w1 , . . . , wmt only, then Ẽt is actually a map from Y mt to Y t . Finally
−1
◦ D̃t . The
encoders and decoders are defined by Et := Ẽt ◦ Smt and Dt := Sm
t
overall sequence of maps is described by the following scheme
X

Smt -

x

-

Y mt

t
(ws )m
s=1

Ẽt - t
Y

Channel -

(ys )ts=1

Zt

(zs )ts=1

D̃t - mt
Y
t
(ŵs (t))m
s=1

−1
Sm
t

-

X

x̂t .
(13)
In other words, in this scheme we first use the dyadic expansion map to transform
x into a string of bits (w1 , w2 , . . . , wmt , . . .) and then we encode the latter into a
sequence of channel inputs. The received data are decoded by a block decoder
providing an estimated version (ŵ1 (t), ŵ2 (t), . . . , ŵmt (t)) of (w1 , w2 , . . . , wmt )
(whose components in general depend on t) which is translated to an estimate x̂t
of x.

2.5

-

-

-

-

A repetition coding scheme

In this section, tradeoffs between computational complexity and performance of
the coding schemes are investigated. First a simple linear-time encodable/decodable
scheme is analyzed, showing that the estimation error converges to zero subexponentially fast with degree α = 1/2. Then, in Sect. 2.6, lower bounds on
the estimation error are obtained: It is shown that encoding schemes with finite
memory (i.e. that can be implemented by finite-state automata controlled by the
dyadic expansion of the source vector), have estimation error bounded away from
zero, while finite-window linear-time encodable schemes (i.e. such that each channel input can be written a deterministic function of a finite number of bits of the
15
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dyadic expansion of the source vector) cannot achieve a convergence degree larger
than 1/2.
Let St : X → {0, 1}t be the truncated dyadic expansion map introduced in
Sect. 2.4, and let St−1 : {0, 1}t → X be one of its right inverses. If a coding
scheme with E = S were simply used, i.e. if the bits of the dyadic expansion were
directly sent through the channel, then the estimation error ∆t would not converge
to 0 as t → ∞. Indeed, with probability ε the first bit of S(x) would be lost with
no possibility of recovering it. It is therefore necessary to introduce redundancy
in order to cope with channel erasures. The simplest way to do that consists in
using repetition schemes. Of course, since the different bits of the binary expansion S(x) require different levels of protection, they need to be repeated with a
frequency which is monotonically increasing in their significance.
The encoder we propose here is of the following type: at time t, the bit yt to
be sent through the channel coincides with wjt , the bit in position jt of the dyadic
expansion S(x). The encoder in this way will depend on the choice of jt and fits
in the scheme proposed in (12) simply by taking mt := max{j1 , j2 , . . . , jt }.
In the scheme we propose jt is selected as follows. Fix a positive real q and
define τ0 = 0 and τk = dqe + d2qe + · · · + dkqe for k ∈ N. Notice that, for
any t ∈ N, there exists a unique k such that τk−1 + 1 ≤ t ≤ τk . Then, define
jt := t − τk−1 . In other words, we have
∞
(ys )∞
s=1 = Ẽ((ws )s=1 ) = (w1 , w2 , . . . , wdqe , w1 , w2 , . . . , wd2qe , w1 , w2 , . . . , wd3qe , . . . . . .) .
(14)
In any scheme of this kind the decoding is elementary. The output of the
mt
t
decoder (ŵj (t))m
may be given by
j=1 ∈ {0, 1}

(

ŵj (t) =

zs
0

if ∃s ≤ t such that j(s) = j and zs 6= ?
otherwise .

Notice that this decoding scheme has complexity growing linearly in t. Indeed, it
admits the following natural recursive implementation. First, initialize ŵj (0) = 0
mt+1
for all j = 0. Then, for all t ≥ 0, upon receiving zt+1 we compute (ŵj (t + 1))j=1
as
(
zt+1 if j = j(t + 1) and zt+1 6=?
ŵj (t + 1) =
(15)
ŵj (t) otherwise
.
Proposition 1. Consider the repetition coding scheme defined by (14) and (15) on
the BEC with erasure probability ε. Then, the root mean squared error satisfies
∆t ≤ p(t)2−βt

1/2

,

(16)
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where

√

β=
β=
β=

2q
,
d
√
2q
,
d

−1
log
√ε ,
2q

p(t) = C1

if q <

√
p(t) = C2 t

d log ε−1
2

if q =

d log ε−1
2

p(t) = C3

if q >

d log ε−1
2

with C1 , C2 , C3 positive constants depending only on q, ε and d.
Remark 2. Notice that Proposition 1 implies that a convergence degree α = 1/2
is achievable for any choice of the positive parameter q, without any knowledge
of the value of the erasure probability ε ∈ [0, 1[. If one knows ε, then it is possible
−1
to optimize the convergence rate β by choosing q = d log2ε .

2.6

A trade-off result between performance and complexity

We shall now show how complexity limitations imply lower bounds to the error decay stronger than Theorem 1. In particular we shall prove that, for certain
class of encoders (finite-window and finite-state automata), exponential decay of
error can never be achieved. As before, let us assume that S : X → {0, 1}N
is the dyadic expansion map introduced in Sect. 2.4, and consider encoders Ẽ :
{0, 1}N → {0, 1}N of the form Ẽ((ws )∞
s=1 )t = Ẽt (w1 , . . . , wmt ), for some finite
mt
integer mt , and a map Ẽt : Y → Y.
In general, Ẽt may actually depend on a proper subset of the mt bits {1, 2, . . . , mt }.
Consider the minimal Θt ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , mt } which allows one to write
t
Ẽt ((ws )m
s=1 ) = ft ((ws )s∈Θt )

for a suitable function ft : Θt → {0, 1}. Let nt = |Θt |. The encoder Ẽ is called
finite-window if nt is bounded in t. With each encoder it is possible to associate,
P
for every j, t ∈ N, the quantity ωj (t) := 1≤s≤t 1Θs (j), counting the number of
channel inputs up to time t, which have been affected by wj . Define
χt :=

X

ω (t) =
j∈N j

X
s≤t

ns .

The quantity χt is related to the complexity of the encoder Ẽ. If the maps ft are Z2 linear and separately computed, then χt provides an upper bound to the number of
binary operations implemented by the encoder up to time t. However, there could
be hidden recursive links among the ft capable to lower the real computational
complexity. In any case, for brevity, we shall refer to χt as the complexity function
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of the encoder. The following is our main result, relating the root mean squared
error ∆t to the complexity function χt .
Theorem 2. For any transmission scheme for the BEC, with erasure probability
ε, consisting of an encoder with complexity function χt , it holds
√1
−1
∆t ≥ C 2− d χt log ε ,
(17)
where C > 0 is a constant depending only on d, the erasure probability ε and the
density function f of the random vector x.
We have the following straightforward consequence for finite-window encoders which show that the degree α = 1/2 can not be beaten.
Corollary 1. For any transmission scheme for the BEC, with erasure probability
ε, consisting of a finite-window encoder with nt ≤ nmax for every t, it holds
∆t ≥ C 2−βt
q

1/2

,

(18)

−1

ε
and where C > 0 is a constant depending only on d, the
where β = nmax log
d
erasure probability ε and the density function f of the random vector x.

Remark 3. In the case of the repetition encoders treated above, we have that
nmax = 1. If we compare (18) with (16), we have thus established that among the
repetition schemes (nmax = 1), the example treated above is optimal from the point
of view of the asymptotic performance (both degree and rate of convergence).
The bound (17) implies that, in order to obtain exponential convergence of
the error, χt needs to grow at least quadratically in t or, equivalently, that 1t χt ,
i.e. the average number of bits of the dyadic expansion S(x) the channel inputs
depend on, grows at least linearly in t. Indeed, as we shall see, the random linear codes proposed in Sect. 2.8 have exactly this property. However, observe that
this does not imply that linear-time encodable schemes cannot attain exponential
error decays in any case, since χt is, as already noticed, only an upper bound to
the complexity of the encoder, intended as the minimum number of operations
required by any implementation of the encoder. A possibility would be to consider maps ft which, despite being not finite-window, can still be computed with
bounded complexity in some recursive way. The most obvious choice would be to
consider finite-state automata schemes. Unfortunately, such schemes yield very
poor performance, as it will be shown in the next subsection. A less simple choice
(and which will not pursued here) would be to consider encoders obtained as serial
concatenations of finite-window with finite-state automata schemes.
18
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2.7

Finite-state automata encoders

Encoders which can be implemented as finite state automata yield very poor performance. In fact, the root mean squared error ∆t in this case does not converge
to 0 as t → +∞. Indeed, assume we are given a finite state alphabet A and two
maps ξ : A × {0, 1} → A, ρ : A × {0, 1} → {0, 1}. Moreover, fix an initial state
a∗ ∈ A. To the quadruple (A, ξ, ρ, a∗ ) we can naturally associate an encoder Ẽ as
∞
N
∞
follows. Given (ws )∞
s=1 ∈ {0, 1} , recursively define (ys )s=1 = Ẽ((ws )s=1 ) by
(

at+1 = ξ(at , wt ) a0 = a∗
yt = ρ(at , wt )

Notice that the state updating map ξ together with the initial condition a0 = a∗
yield a sequence of maps ξ (t) : {0, 1}t → A such that at+1 = ξ (t) (w1 , . . . wt ). If
we choose t = t0 in such a way that 2t0 > |A|, the map ξ (t0 ) is necessarily not
injective. Hence, there exist two different input truncated sequences (w10 , . . . , wt0 0 )
and (w100 , . . . , wt000 ) such that ξ (t0 ) (w10 , . . . , wt0 0 ) = ξ (t0 ) (w100 , . . . , wt000 ). Consider the
event A = {wk = wk0 , zk =? for k = 1, . . . , t0 }. Clearly, conditioned on
A, the decoder, for any t ≥ t0 , will decode incorrectly at least one information
bit in the first t0 position with positive probability independent from t. Hence,
∆2t ≥ E [||x − x̂t ||2 | A] P(A) ≥ 2−2t0 /d P(A).

2.8

A coding scheme with exponential error rates

The goal of this section is to show that, removing the complexity bounds, exponential convergence can be achieved. The proposed scheme will require quadratic
computational complexity at the encoder and cubic complexity at the decoder.
We shall use random coding arguments employing linear tree codes over the
binary field Z2 . These arguments were first developed in the context of convolutional codes [79, 127], and recently applied in the framework of anytime information theory [116, 117]. For the reader’s convenience, and since those results
have not appeared anywhere else in this form, we shall present self-contained
proofs. The coding strategy we shall propose is very close in spirit to those
in [116, Th.5.1] and [117, Th.5.1], the main difference being that we use linear
convolutional codes instead of general random convolutional codes. Our choice
has the double advantage of lowering the memory and complexity requirements
for the encoder and the decoder, and improving the achievable error rate for a
significant range of values of ε (see Theorem 4 and Remark 4).
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A random causal linear coding scheme In this section we shall identify the
binary set Y = {0, 1} with the binary field Z2 of the integers modulo 2.
Fix a rate 0 < R < 1 and any t let mt := bRtc. Consider a random, doubly
infinite, binary matrix φ ∈ Z2N×N distributed as follows: φij = 0 for all j > Ri
(i.e. for all j ≥ mi + 1), while {φij }1≤j≤Ri is a family of mutually independent
random variables with identical uniform distribution over Z2 . As customary in
random coding arguments, we shall assume the random matrix φ to be independent from the source vector x as well as from the channel, and known a priori both
at the transmitting and receiving ends. Let us naturally identify the random matrix
φ with the corresponding random Z2 -linear operator Ẽ : ZN2 → ZN2 . Consider the
truncated encoder
t
t
Ẽt : Zm
2 → Z2 ,

t
Ẽt ((ws )m
s=1 ) := πt (φw) ,

(19)

N
t
where w ∈ ZN2 is such that πmt w = (ws )m
s=1 . Now, let S : X → Z2 be the
dyadic expansion map introduced in Sect. 2.4, and define the encoding scheme
E : X → ZN2 as the composition E = Ẽ ◦ S.
For the decoding part, we shall consider maximum a posteriori decoders D̃t .
For the special case of the BEC, given the channel outputs zt , the decoded block
mt
t
t
at time t, (ŵs (t))m
s=1 = D̃t ((zs )s=1 ), is defined to be any vector in {0, 1}
which is compatible with the observed channel output (zs )ts=1 . Formally, let
Ξt := {s ∈ {1, . . . , t} : zs 6=?} be the set of non-erased positions up to time
t, and πΞt : Zt2 → ZΞ2 t be the canonical projection. Then, a MAP decoder
t
t
Dt : {0, 1, ?}t → Zm
2 maps the channel output (zs )s=1 into any binary string
mt
(ŵs (t))s=1 such that
mt
t
t
πΞt Ẽt ((ŵs (t))m
s=1 ) = πΞt (zs )s=1 = πΞt Ẽt ((ws )s=1 ) .

(20)

−1
Finally, the overall decoder is defined as the composition Dt := Sm
◦ D̃t .
t

Performance analysis We now analyze the coding scheme we have introduced.
mt
t
t
Notice first of all that, the decoded block (ŵs (t))m
s=1 = D̃t ((zs )s=1 ) ∈ Z2 is
mt
uniquely defined, and correct, whenever the linear map πΞt Ẽt : Z2 → ZΞ2 t is
injective. However, our analysis requires more detailed information regarding the
location of the uncorrectly decoded information bits when injectivity is lost. To
t
this end, let {δ1 , δ2 , . . . , δmt } be the canonical basis of Zm
2 , and, for 0 ≤ j ≤ mt ,
t
consider the subspace4 Kj := span(δj+1 , . . . , δmt ) ⊆ Zm
2 . For 0 ≤ j ≤ mt ,
4

We shall use the standard convention span(∅) := {0}.
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define the event Aj := {ker(πΞt Ẽt ) ⊆ Kj }. Also, let us define Bj := Aj−1 \ Aj ,
for 1 ≤ j ≤ mt . Observe that Aj ⊆ Aj−1 , and that A0 coincides with the whole
sample space Ω. Hence, for every t ∈ N, the sample space admits the partition
Ω=

S

1≤j≤mt

Bj

S

Amt .

(21)

t
Notice now that, from (20) we can deduce that (ws − ŵs (t))m
s=1 ∈ ker πΞt Ẽt .
j
j
Therefore, if Aj holds true, then (ŵs (t))s=1 = (ws )s=1 , i.e. the first j bits of the
quantization of x are correctly decoded. We immediately get from (11) that, if Aj
occurs, then
0 ≤ j ≤ mt .
(22)
||x̂t − x||2 ≤ 4d2−2j/d ,

The following result characterizes the average mean squared error of the random coding scheme (E, D) over the BEC. Here the average has to be considered
with respect to the randomness of the vector x, the channel, as well as the matrix
φ. For ε ∈ [0, 1] and d ∈ N, define
β 0 (d, ε, R) := min{ d1 R, 12 min D(η||1 − ε) + bη − Rc+ } ,
0≤η≤1

(23)

denotes the binary Kullback-Leiber
where D(x||y) := x log xy + (1 − x) log 1−x
1−y
distance and where bxc+ := max{0, x}.
Theorem 3. Assume transmission over the BEC. Then, for all 0 < R < 1, the
average estimation error of the above-described random coding scheme satisfies


E||x − x̂t ||2

1/2

√
0
≤ C t2−β (d,ε,R) t

(24)

for all t ∈ N, where C > 0 is a constant depending only on d, R and ε.
Standard probabilistic arguments allow one to prove the following corollary of
Theorem 3, characterizing the exponential error rate of a typical realization of the
random coding scheme (E, D). Observe that the root mean squared error of the
1/2
coding scheme is given by (E [||x̂t − x||2 |φ]) which is a function of φ, hence a
random variable.
Corollary 2. Assume transmission over the BEC with erasure probability ε. Then,
for all 0 < R < 1, with probability one,


E[||x − x̂t ||2 |φ]

1/2

0

≤ Ct3/2 2−β (d,ε,R) t ,

(25)

for a positive constant C.
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It is possible to derive another lower bound on the typical-case exponential
error rate achieved by the random scheme (E, D), which turns out to be tighter
than that provided by Corollary 2 for certain values of R and ε. For every 0 ≤
R ≤ 1, define γ(R) := min{x ∈ [0, 1] : H(x) ≥ 1 − R}, and
(

1
1
β (d, ε, R) := min
R,
min {H(η) − 1 + R − η log ε}
d
2 γ(R)≤η≤1
00

)

.

Theorem 4. Assume transmission over the BEC with erasure probability ε. Then,
for all 0 < R < 1, δ > 0, with probability one


1/2

E[||x − x̂t ||2 |φ]

≤ Kt2−(β

00

(d,ε,R)+δ)t

,

(26)

for a constant K > 0.
Remark 4. It follows from Corollary 2 and Theorem 4 that, for all R < 1 − ε
random causal linear codes achieve exponential convergence rate. Optimizing
over R ∈]0, 1 − ε[, this shows that the exponent
β(d, ε) := max max{β 0 (d, ε, R), β 00 (d, ε, R)} ,
0≤R≤1

(27)

is achievable. In Fig. 1 the upper and lower bounds to the error exponent, i.e.
β(d, ε) and β(d, ε), are plotted as functions of the erasure probability ε, in the
case d = 1. Define β 0 (d, ε) := max{β 0 (d, ε, R) : R ∈ [0, 1]}, and β 00 (d, ε) :=
max{β 00 (d, ε, R) : R ∈ [0, 1]}. Then, it is not difficult to see that limε↓0 β 0 (d, ε) =
1/(d + 2), while limε↓0 β 00 (d, ε) = 1/d. Hence, Theorem 4 becomes particularly
relevant for small erasure probabilities, showing that the noiseless error exponent
1/d (see Sect. 2.4) is recovered in the limit of vanishing noise: this does not follow
from the average-code analysis of Theorem 1.

Computational complexity of the scheme Observe that the number nt of bit
nary operations required in order to compute the channel input yt = Ẽt ((ws )m
s=1 ),
equals the number of non-zero entries of the t-th row of the infinite random matrix
φ. By the way φ has been defined, nt is a binomial random variable of parameters
mt and 1/2. Hence, the number of binary operations required by the encoder up
P
to time t, χt := s≤t ns , has binomial distribution of parameters 21 mt (mt + 1)
and 1/2. Therefore, the worst-case encoding complexity (worst case with respect
to the realization of φ) grows like 21 R2 t2 , while the strong law of large numbers
22
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Figure 1: Upper and lower bounds to the achievable estimation error exponent
achievable on the BEC (as defined in (9), (27) and Remark 4, respectively) are
plotted as a function of the erasure probability ε for d = 1.
implies that the typical encoder complexity χt is such that χt / 14 R2 t2 converges
to 1 with probability one. Thus, the encoder complexity (both worst-case and
typical-case) is quadratic in t. Further, observe that the memory requirements of
the encoder are quadratic in t for it is necessary to store mt t binary values in order
to memorize the finite truncation Et of the encoder E.
In order to evaluate the decoder’s computational complexity, observe that D̃t
is required to solve the Z2 -linear system
t
t
πΞt Ẽt ((ws )m
s=1 ) = πΞt (zs )s=1 .

(28)

at each time step t. This can be performed using Gaussian elimination techniques
in order to reduce the matrix πΞt Ẽt to a lower-diagonal form. Notice that a sequential implementation is possible, i.e. the part of πΞt Ẽt which has been reduced
in lower triangular form at time t does not require to be further processed in future
times s > t. Since Gaussian elimination techniques require O(t3 ) operations, we
can conclude that the decoder complexity is at most O(t3 ). On the other hand,
it might be possible to find algorithms for solving a linear system like (28) with
number of operations o(t3 ): see [125, pagg.247-248] for the analogous problem
for linear systems over the reals. However, the system (28) cannot be solved ust
ing fewer operations than those required to verify that a given string v ∈ Zm
2 is a
solution. Using arguments similar to those outlined above, it is possible to show
that, with probability one, this requires Θ(t2 ) binary operations. In summary, the
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complexity of maximum a posteriori decoding of linear convolutional codes on
the BEC is at most O(t3 ) and at least Θ(t2 ).

2.9

Simulation results for finite-window coding schemes

We shall now present Monte Carlo simulation results for some finite-window Z2 linear coding schemes with low-complexity iterative decoding. These schemes are
based on ideas similar to those of digital fountain codes (see [99] [104, Ch.50]).
The latter are widely used in many applications, such as data storage, or reliable transmission on broadcast channels with erasures. The main additional challenge posed by our application consists in providing unequal error protection to
the source bits.
We propose the following random construction for finite-window encoders
fitting in the framework of Sect. 2.5. As usual, assume that we have a dyadic
expansion S mapping the vector x into an infinite string of bits (ws )∞
s=1 . We
imagine that at each time t the encoder produces a bit yt which is the (modulo-2)
sum of a random number of randomly chosen ws , namely
yt =

P

s∈Θt

ws .

where Θt is a random subset of N. We assume that the cardinality of Θt is
bounded, i.e. |Θt | ≤ nmax .
More precisely, fix nmax ∈ N, and a probability distribution µ( · ) on {1, . . . , nmax }.
Randomly generate a sequence (nt )t∈N of independent random variables distributed
according to µ( · ). Let (νt ( · ))t∈N be a sequence of probability distributions over
N, with νt ( · ) possibly depending on (ns )s≤t . Then, for every t ≥ 1, consider the
random set Θt := {θ1,t , θ2,t , . . . , θnt ,t }, where θi,t are independent random variables uniformly distributed according to νt ( · ). Notice that in this way we have
that |Θt | ≤ nt ≤ nmax and so the encoder complexity is linear in t.
For the decoding, a sequential implementation of the peeling algorithm is used,
this being the standard decoding technique for digital fountain codes [99] [104,
Ch.50]. Such an algorithm works on an iteratively updated infinite hypergraph5
Gt = (Vt , Ht ) as explained below. At t = 0, G0 is initialized with vertex set
V0 = N and empty hyperedge set H0 = ∅. The estimates (ŵs (0))s∈N of the dyadic
expansion S(x) are in turn initialized arbitrarily in {0, 1}N . At each time t ≥ 1,
first update Vt = Vt−1 , Ht = Ht−1 , and ŵs (t) = ŵs (t + 1) for all s ∈ N. Then:
5

The term hypergraph [57, pag.7] refers to a pair (V, H), where V is a discrete set and H is a
subset of P(V), the power set of V.
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• if zt =?, then quit; if zt 6=?, update Ht = Ht ∪ {Bt }, where Bt := Θt ∩ Vt ;
• if |Bt | > 1, then quit; otherwise if Bt = {v} for some v ∈ Vt , set ŵv (t) =
P
zt + j∈Θt \{v} ŵj (t), eliminate v from Vt as well as from all the hyperedges
h ∈ Ht containing it;
• if |h| =
6 1 for all h ∈ Ht , quit; otherwise, if there is some h = {v} ∈ Ht ,
repeat the previous step.
P

The above-described algorithm requires an order of χt = s≤t ns operations up
to time t, hence it has linear complexity in t. It is suboptimal with respect to the
maximum a posteriori decoding: it may fail to correctly estimate the first j bits of
the dyadic expansion S(x) even when that would be possible using the maximum
a posteriori decoder.
In Fig. 2 we report Monte Carlo simulations of three finite-windows encoding schemes, with nmax = 1, 2, 4 respectively. The degree distribution µ( · ) was
chosen to be the truncated soliton one [104, pag.592]
µ(1) :=

1
nmax

,

µ(n) :=

1
n(n − 1)

∀ 2 ≤ n ≤ nmax .

(29)
−1

The distributions
νt have been selected as follows. We define ρ := 2 (d log ε−1 ) ,
√
P
st := b 2χt ρ−1 c, and ςt = χstt + ρ st2+1 , where χt = s≤t ns . Then choose
(

νt (j) :=

η(ςt − ρj)
0

if
if

j ≤ st
j > st ,

(30)

It is clear from Fig. 2(a) that the three schemes have subexponential error decay and that increasing the degree allows one to obtain better convergence rates.
Fig. 2(b) shows that the convergence degree is α = 1/2, as expected from the theory, while it is possible to recognize the different values of β of the three schemes,
in the asymptotic limit of − √1t log ∆t .
It should be underlined as the choices of the distributions µ and νt were not
optimized, but rather suggested by the literature on digital fountain codes and by
Theorem 2, respectively. A theoretical analysis of the behavior of finite-window
schemes, hopefully providing hints on the design of µ and νt , is left as a topic for
future research.
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Figure 2: Monte Carlo simulations of finite-window coding schemes on the BEC,
with erasure probability ε = 0.5. The performance of three coding schemes are
compared: these schemes were randomly generated accordingly to (29) and (30)
with nmax = 1, 2, 4 respectively. In (a) the root mean squared error ∆t is plotted
as a function of the time t in log-linear scale. In (b) − √1t log ∆t is plotted as a
√
function of t, together with the corresponding upper bounds χt log ε−1 provided
by Theorem 2. The number of samples used is 200000.

3

Stabilization Over Gaussian Sensor Networks

In this section we study the problem of remotely stabilizing a discrete first order LTI system over a Gaussian sensor network. The sensor network channel
consists of one sender (source), one receiver (destination) and a number of intermediate nodes (relays) whose sole purpose is to help the communication between
the source and the destination. The achievable information rate over a sensor network channel depends on the processing strategy of the sensor (relay) nodes. The
most well known relaying strategies are amplify-and-forward (AF), compressand-forward, and decode-and-forward [94]. AF strategy is well suited for delay
sensitive closed-loop control applications and is therefore addressed in this work.
For communication and control we propose to use the Schalkwijk-Kailath based
coding strategy [62] which is suitable for channels with feedback [85, 118]. We
used the Schalkwijk-Kailath based scheme to obtain stability regions for control
over multiple-access, broadcast, and interference channels in [8, 12]. In [1, 9]
we derived rate sufficient conditions for stabilization of an LTI plant over Gaussian relay channels. In this report we present extension of our previous works
to Gaussian sensor networks where a large number of relay nodes are deployed
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to communicate the state process to the remote controller. The objective of this
work is to derive sufficient conditions for stability of an LTI plant in mean square
sense [24, 82, 108, 109, 116, 120] over some fundamental topologies of sensor networks.
Some of the results presented in this section have appeared in [1, 9] and a
journal article [41] based on this work is in preparation.

3.1

Relevant literature

The problem of remotely controlling dynamical systems over communication channels has gained significant attention in recent years. Such problems ask for interaction between stochastic control theory and information theory [44,53]. The minimum data rate below which the stability of an LTI system is impossible has been
derived in stochastic and deterministic settings in [44, 108, 109, 124], where they
considered quantization errors and noise-free rate-limited channels. In [102, 123]
are necessary rate conditions required to stabilize an LTI plant almost surely.
However, from [116] we know that the characterization by Shannon capacity is
not enough for sufficient conditions for moment stability in closed-loop control.
In [120] a simple coding scheme is proposed to mean square stabilize an LTI
plant over noise-free rate-limited channels. The mean square stability of discrete
plant over signal-to-noise ratio constraint channels is addressed in [29,40,42,105].
In [16] the authors considered noisy communication links between both observer–
controller and controller–plant. In [24] the necessary and sufficient conditions are
derived for mean square stability of an LTI system over time varying feedback
channels.

3.2

Problem Formulation

We consider a scalar discrete-time LTI system, whose state equation is given by
Xt+1 = λXt + Ut + Wt ,

(31)

where {Xt } ⊆ R, {Ut } ⊆ R, and {Wt } ⊆ R are state, control, and plant noise
processes. The plant noise {Wt } is a zero mean white Gaussian noise sequence
with variance nw . We assume that the open-loop system is unstable (|λ| > 1)
and the initial state X0 is a random variable with variance α0 and an arbitrary
probability distribution. We consider a remote control setup, where the observed
state value is transmitted to a controller over a Gaussian sensor network as shown
27
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Plant

R2

Xt

O/E

Se,t

R1
R3

RL

Rt

D/C
Ut

Figure 3: The unstable plant has to be controlled by the actions of observer/encoder (O/E) and decoder/controller (D/C) over a sensor (relay) network.
in Fig. 3. In order to communicate the observed state value Xt over the noisy
sensor (relay) network, an encoder E is lumped with the observer O and a decoder
D is lumped with the controller C. In addition there are L sensor (relay) nodes
{Ri }Li=1 within the channel to support communication from E to D. At any time
instant t, Se,t and Rt are the input and the output of the sensor (relay) network
and Ut is the control action. Let ft denote the observer/encoder policy such that
Se,t = ft (X0t , U0t−1 ), where X0t = {Xs , 0 ≤ s ≤ t} and we have the following
P −1
2
] ≤ PS . Further let γt denote the
E[Se,t
average power constraint limT →∞ T1 Tt=0
t
decoder/controller policy, then Ut = γt (R0 ). The objective in this paper is to find
conditions on the system parameters so that the plant in (70) can be mean square
stabilized over a given Gaussian sensor network.
Definition 1. A system is said to be mean square stable if there exists a constant
M < ∞ so that E[Xt2 ] < M for all t.
A general sensor network consists of an arbitrary number of sensor nodes with
arbitrary communication links. In order to understand the problem of stabilization
over a general network, we study some basic network topologies such as nonorthogonal sensor network, cascade sensor network, and parallel sensor network.
These topologies serve as the basic building blocks of a large sensor network. In
practice a sensor nodes can be either full-duplex6 or half-duplex, we therefore
6

A full-duplex sensor node is capable of transmitting and receiving signals simultaneously
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(a) First transmission phase.

R1

E

Se,t

h

R2

1
Sr,t

h1
2
Sr,t

Zd,t
h2

hL

RL

Rt

D

L
Sr,t

(b) Second transmission phase.

study both configurations. We also briefly discuss the scenarios when the state
encoder or the remote controller are equipped with multiple antennas to provide
spatial diversity for communication. For mean square stabilizing the first order
linear system in (70) over these basic sensor network settings we present some
sufficient and necessary conditions and some interesting insights on the optimal
schemes.
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3.3

Non-orthogonal Half-duplex Sensor Network

A general non-orthogonal half-duplex Gaussian sensor (relay) network with L
sensor (relay) nodes {Ri }Li=1 is illustrated in Fig. 3.3. By non-orthogonal network
we mean that all the communicating nodes share a common signal space, that
is they transmit signals in overlapping time slots and same frequency bands.The
i
denote the transmitted signals from the state encoder E and
variables Se,t and Sr,t
i
and Zd,t denote the
the sensor Ri at any discrete time step t. The variables Zr,t
mutually independent white Gaussian noise components at the sensor node i and
i
at the decoder D of the remote control unit respectively, with Zr,t
∼ N (0, Nri )
i L
and Zd,t ∼ N (0, Nd ). The noise components {Zr,t }i=1 are independent across the
i
k
] = 0 for all i 6= k. The information transmission from the
Zr,t
sensors, i.e., E[Zr,t
state encoder consists of two phases as shown in Fig. 3.3. In the first transmission
phase the encoder E transmits a signal with an average power 2βPS , where 0 <
β ≤ 1 is a parameter that allocates power to the two transmission phases. In this
transmission phase all the sensor nodes {R}Li=1 listen but remain silent. In the
second transmission phase, the encoder E and the sensor nodes {Ri }Li=1 transmit
simultaneously. In this second transmission phase, the encoder transmits with an
average power 2(1 − β)PS and the i-th sensor node transmits with an average
P
i 2
power E[(Sr,t
) ] = PRi such that Li=1 PRi ≤ PR . In this section we consider
a Accordingly the output of the sensor network at the decoder (controller) is Rt
which is given by
Rt = hSe,t + Zt
Rt = hSe,t +

L
X

t = 1, 3, 5, . . .
i
hi Sr,t
+ Zt ,

t = 2, 4, 6, . . .

i=1

where h ∈ R denotes the gain of E − D link and hi ∈ R denotes the gain of
Ri − D link.
We now present a sufficient condition for the mean square stability of the
first order linear system in (70) over the given non-orthogonal half-duplex sensor
network.
Theorem 5. The scalar linear time invariant system in (70) can be mean square
while a half-duplex sensor node cannot simultaneously receive and transmit signals.
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stabilized over the non-orthogonal half-duplex sensor network if
1
log (λ) <
4




max

i:
PR

0<β≤1
P
i
i

PR ≤PR

2h2 βPS
log 1 +

Nd

L





!

+ log 1 +

 


 ,
L

β, {P i }

M̃ β, {PRi }i=1
Ñ

R i=1

(32)
L





where β ∈ [0, 1], M̃ β, {PRi }i=1 =
L

and Ñ (β, {PRi }i=1 ) =

i Ni
h2i PR
R
i=1 2βPS +N i
R

PL

q

2h2 (1 − β)PS +

q

2βPS Nd
(2h2 βPS +Nd )



PL

r

i=1

i
h2i PR
i
2βPS +NR

+ Nd .

Proof. In order to prove Theorem 5 we propose a linear and memoryless communication and control scheme. This scheme is based on the well-known SchalkwijknKailath coding scheme [62, 118]. By employing the proposed linear scheme over
the given non-orthogonal half-duplex sensor network, we then find conditions on
the system parameters λ which are sufficient to mean square stabilize the system
in (70). The control and communication scheme works as follows.
Initial time step, t = 0
At
time step t = 0, the state encoder E observes X0 and it transmits Se,0 =
q
PS
X0 . The decoder D receives R0 = hSe,0 + Zd,0 . It then estimates X0 as
α0
1
X̂0 =
h

s

1
α0
R0 = X0 +
PS
h

s

α0
Zd,0 .
PS

The controller C then takes an action U0 = −λX̂0 which results in
X1 = λX0 + U0 + W0


= λ X0 − X̂0



λ
+ W0 = −
h

The new plant state X1 ∼ N (0, α1 ) where α1 =

s

α0
Zd,0 + W0 .
PS

λ2 Nd
α
h2 PS 0

(33)

+ nw .

First transmission phase, t = 1, 3, 5, ...
The state encoder E observes Xt and it then transmits Se,t =
sensor network. The sensor nodes in the network

{Ri }Li=1

q

2βPS
Xt
αt

to the

choose to receive this
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signal over the Gaussian links and do not transmit any signal in this transmission
phase because they are half-duplex. The decoder D observes Rt = hSe,t + Zd,t
and computes the MMSE estimate of Xt , which is given by
X̂t = E[Xt |R1 , R2 , ..., Rt ]

!
√
h 2βPS αt
Rt ,
2h2 βPS + Nd

E[Xt Rt ] (c)
Rt =
= E[Xt |Rt ] =
E[Rt2 ]

(a)

(b)

where (a) follows from the orthogonality principle of MMSE estimation (that is
E[Xt Rt−j ] = 0 for j ≥ 1) [34]; (b) follows from the fact that the optimum MMSE
estimator
for a Gaussian variable is linear [34]; and (c) follows from E[Xt Rt ] =
√ 2
2h βPS αt and E[Rt2 ] = 2h2 βPS + Nd .
The controller C takes an action Ut = −λX̂t which results in Xt+1 = λ(Xt −
X̂t ) + Wt . The new plant state Xt+1 is linear combination of zero mean Gaussian
variables {Xt , X̂t , Wt }, therefore it is also zero mean Gaussian with the following
variance
2
αt+1 , E[Xt+1
] = λ2 E[(Xt − X̂t )2 ] + E[Wt2 ]

!

2

=λ

Nd
αt + nw ,
2
2h βPS + Nd

where the last equality follows from E[Xt X̂t ] = E[X̂t2 ] =
tation).

2h2 βPS αt
2h2 βPS +Nd

(34)
(by compu-

Second transmission phase, t = 2, 4, 6, ...
q

S
The encoder E observes Xt and it then inputs Se,t = 2(1−β)P
Xt to the sensor
αt
network channel. In this phase the sensor nodes choose to transmit their own
signal to the decoder D and thus they can not listen to the signal transmitted from
the state encoder due to their half-duplex nature. Each sensor nodes amplifies
the signal that it had received in the previous time step (first transmission phase)
under an average power constraint and transmits it to the decoder D. That is all
the sensor nodes work as amplify-and-forwardrrelays. The signal transmitted from

i
the i-th sensor node is thus given by, Sr,t
=

i
PR

(

i
2βPS +NR



)



i
Se,t−1 + Zr,t−1
. The

decoder D accordingly receives
Rt = hSe,t +

L
X

i
hi Sr,t
+ Zt = L1 Xt + L2 Xt−1 + Z̃t ,

(35)

i=1
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where L1 =

q

2(1−β)h2 PS
,
αt

L2 =

PL

r

i=1

i
2βh2i PS PR
,
i )α
(2βPS +NR
t−1

PL

and Z̃t = Zd,t +

i=1

r

i
h2i PR
i
i Zr,t−1
2βPS +NR

is a white Gaussian noise sequence with zero mean and variance Ñ (β, {PRi }Li=1 ) =
i Ni
P
h2i PR
R
Nd + Li=1 2βP
i . The decoder then computes the MMSE estimate of Xt given
S +NR
all previous channel outputs {R0 , R1 , ..., Rt } in the following three steps:
1. Compute the MMSE prediction of Rt from {R1 , R2 , ..., Rt−1 }, which is
given by
R̂t = L2 X̂t−1 ,
where X̂t−1 is the MMSE estimate of Xt−1 .
2. Compute the innovation
It = Rt − R̂t = L1 Xt + L2 (Xt−1 − X̂t−1 ) + Z̃t
L2
(a)
= L1 Xt + (Xt − Wt−1 ) + Z̃t =
!λ
L2
λL1 + L2
Xt − Wt−1 + Z̃t ,
λ
λ


(36)



where (a) follows from Xt = λ Xt−1 − X̂t−1 + Wt−1 .
3. Compute the MMSE estimate of Xt given {R1 , R2 , ..., Rt−1 , It }. The state
Xt is independent of {R1 , R2 , ..., Rt−1 }, therefore we can compute the estimate X̂t based on It only without any loss of optimality, that is
E[Xt It ]
It
E[It2 ]
λ (λL1 + L2 ) αt
(b)
=
It ,
(λL1 + L2 )2 αt + L22 nw + λ2 Ñ (β, PR )
(a)

X̂t = E[Xt |It ] =

(37)

where (a) follows from anMMSEestimation of a Gaussian
variable;
and (b)

2
2n
L
λL1 +L2
λL
+L
2
1
2
2 w
follows from E[Xt It ] =
α
and
E[I
]
=
α
+
+
t
t
t
λ
λ
λ2
Ñ (β, PR ).
The controller C takes an action Ut = −λX̂t which results in Xt+1 = λ(Xt −
X̂t ) + Wt . The new plant state Xt+1 is linear combination of zero mean Gaussian
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variables {Xt , X̂t , Wt }, therefore it is also zero mean Gaussian with the following
variance
2
] = λ2 E[(Xt − X̂t )2 ] + E[Wt2 ]
αt+1 , E[Xt+1

!

(a)

L22 nw + λ2 Ñ (β, PR )
+ nw
(λL1 + L2 )2 αt + L22 nw + λ2 Ñ (β, PR )

2

= λ αt

(b)



(38)



= λ2 λ2 kαt−1 + nw ×



1



2

(nw k1 ) αt−1 + λ Ñ (β, PR )




λk2 +

q

k1
(λ2 k
λ2



2

1

+ nw αt−1 )

1

+ (nw k1 ) αt−1 +

λ2 Ñ (β, P

R)


 + nw ,



= λ2 λ2 kαt−1 + nw ×







k2 +

q

k1 k +

nw k1
λ2



1
αt−1
2

nw k1 1
λ2 αt−1



+ Ñ (β, PR )
+



nw k1
λ2



1
αt−1

+ Ñ (β, PR )


 + nw ,

(39)

2

1 +L2 ) αt
where (a) follows from E[Xt X̂t ] = E[X̂t2 ] = (λL +L )2(λL
; (b)
2
2
1
2 αt +L2 nw +λ Ñ (β,PR )
αt
follows by substituting the values of L1 and L2 ; and by substituting αt−1 from

q

2βPS PR
(34) and by defining k , 2h2 βPNS +N , k1 , 2βP
, k2 , 2h2 (1 − βPS ).
S +NR
We want to find the values of the system parameter λ for which the second
moment of the state remains bounded, i.e., the sequence {αt } has to be bounded.
Rewriting (34) and (39), the variance of the state at any time t is given by

N
2
2h βPS + N

α t = λ2


!

αt−1 + nw ,

t = 2, 4, 6, ...

(40)



αt = λ2 λ2 kαt−2 + nw ×






k2 +

q

k1 k +

nw k1
λ2



1
αt−2
2

nw k1 1
λ2 αt−2

|



+ Ñ (β, PR )
+



nw k1
λ2



1
αt−2

+ Ñ (β, PR )

{z


 +nw
}

,f (αt−2 )





= λ2 λ2 kαt−2 + nw f (αt−2 ) + nw ,

t = 3, 5, 7, ...

(41)

2

where α1 = hλ2 PNS α0 + nw . If the odd indexed sub-sequence {α2t+1 } in (41)
is bounded, then the even indexed sub-sequence {α2t } in (40) is also bounded.
Therefore it is sufficient to consider the odd indexed sub-sequence {α2t+1 }. We
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will now construct a sequence {αt0 } which upper bounds the sub-sequence {α2t+1 }.
Then we will derive conditions on the system parameter λ for which the sequence
{αt0 } stays bounded and consequently the boundedness of {α2t+1 } will be guaranteed. In order to construct the upper sequence {αt0 }, we work on the term f (αt−2 )
in (41) and make use of the following lemma.
Lemma 1. Consider a function f (x) =

√
(c+

a+ xb
d+ xb )2 +a+ xb

defined in the interval

[0, ∞), where a, b, c, d ≥ 0. The function f (x) can be upper bounded as f (x) ≤
f∞ + m
for some m > 0, where f∞ , limx→∞ f (x) = (c+√ad)2 +a .
x
Proof. The proof can be found in [9, Appendix C].
Starting from (41) and by using the above lemma, we write the following series
of inequalities




αt = λ2 λ2 kαt−2 + nw f (αt−2 ) + nw
!

m
≤ λ λ kαt−2 + nw f∞ +
+ nw
αt−2
λ2 nw m
= λ4 kf∞ αt−2 +
+ nw f∞ + λ4 mk + nw
αt−2
(a)

2



2



(b)

≤ λ4 kf∞ αt−2 + λ2 m + nw f∞ + λ4 mk + nw , g(αt−2 ),


(42)


R)
where (a) follows from Lemma 1 and f∞ , limα→∞ f (α) = (k2 +√kÑ1 (β,P
;
k)2 +Ñ (β,PR )
and (b) follows from the fact that αt ≥ nw for all t, which is obvious from (40)
and (41) that the value of αt can never be less than nw . Since g(α) in (42) is a
linearly increasing function, it can be used to construct the sequence {αt0 } which
upper bounds the odd indexed sub-sequence {α2t+1 } given in (41). We construct
the sequence {αt0 } as

0
= g(αt0 ),
α2t+1 ≤ αt+1

for all t ≥ 1

(a)

= λ4 kf∞ αt0 + λ2 m + nw f∞ + λ4 mk + nw

(b)



= λ4 kf∞

t

α00 + (λ2 m + nw f∞ + λ4 mk + nw )

t−1 
X

i

λ4 kf∞ ,

(43)

i=0

where (a) follows from (42) and (b) follows by recursively apply (a).
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4



λ kÑ (β,PR )
We observe from (43) that if (λ4 kf∞ ) = (k2 +√
< 1, then the
k1 k)2 +Ñ (β,PR )
0
sequence {αt } converges to a limit point as t → ∞ and consequently the original
sequence {αt } is guaranteed to stay bounded. Thus the system in (70) can be
mean square stabilized over the given half-duplex sensor network if
!
√
2
i L
(k
+
k
k)
+
Ñ
(β,
{P
}
)
2
1
R
i=1
(44)
λ4 <
k Ñ (β, {PRi }Li=1 )
!!
√
 
1
1
(k2 + k1 k)2
⇒ log(λ) < log log
+ log 1 +
4
k
Ñ (β, PR )
!!
!
2
2h βPS
M̃ (β, {PRi }Li=1 )
1
,
(45)
log 1 +
+ log 1 +
= log (λ) <
4
Nd
Ñ (β, {PRi }Li=1 )

where in the last equality we substituted k = 2h2 βPNS +N and M (β, {PRi }Li=1 ) =
√
(k2 + k1 k)2 in order to show the dependencies on the average transmit powers of
the L sensor nodes {PRi }Li=1 and the power allocation parameter β at the state encoder. Since the sensor nodes amplify the desired signal as well as the noise which
is then superimposed at the decoder to the signal coming directly from the state
P
encoder, an optimal choice of the sensor transmit power {PRi }Li=1 : Li=1 PRi ≤ PR
depends on the relay channel parameters {PS , {NRi }Li=1 , Nd , h, hi , β}. Moreover
an optimal choice of the power allocation factor β at the encoder also depends
on the channel parameters {PS , {PRi }Li=1 , {NRi }Li=1 , N, h, {hi }Li=1 }. Therefore we
rewrite (45) as
log (λ) <
1
4

max

i:
PR

0<β≤1
P
i
i

PR ≤PR




2h2 βPS
log 1 +

Nd



!

+ log 1 +



L

 


 ,
L

β, {P i }

M̃ β, {PRi }i=1
Ñ

(46)

R i=1

which completes the proof of Theorem 5.
Remark 5. An optimal choice of the power allocation parameter β at the state
encoder and and an optimal power allocation at the sensor nodes {PRi }Li=1 which
maximize the term on the right hand side of (32) depend on the quality (i.e., signalto-noise ratio) of E − D, E − Ri , and Ri − D links.
Remark 6. The term on the right hand side of (32) is the information rate over
the half-duplex AWGN relay channel with noiseless feedback. This is shown in
[9, Appendix A]. For channels with feedback, directed information is a useful
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quantity [26]. We show in Appendix ?? that that the directed information rate
over the given non-orthogonal half-duplex sensor network is also equal to the
term on the right hand side of (32).
Remark 7. It is interesting to see that the sufficient condition for mean square stability in (32) does not depend on the process noise {Wt }. This provides motivation
to study stabilizability of the system in (70) without process noise. Therefore in the
following we analyze stability of a noiseless system under our proposed scheme.
Noiseless Plant In the absence of the process noise in (70), the state variance of
the noiseless system under our proposed scheme can be obtained by substituting
nw = 0 in (40) and (41). That is the state variance of the noiseless plant is given
by
!

αt =

λ2 N
2h2 βPS + N

αt =

λ4 k Ñ (β)
√
αt−2 ,
(k2 + k1 k)2 + Ñ (β)

t = 2, 4, 6, ...

αt−1 ,
!

2

t = 3, 5, 7, ...


4

(47)


λ kÑ (β)
Since α1 = hλ2 PNS α0 +nw , the state variance αt → 0 as t → ∞ if (k2 +√
<
k1 k)2 +Ñ (β)
1. This is the same condition as in (44). Thus by using the proposed linear coding and control scheme, we obtain identical sufficient conditions for mean square
stability of noisy and noiseless first order LTI system over the non-orthogonal
half-duplex sensor network. Although the sufficient conditions are identical, the
state variance in the noisy plant scenario cannot converge to zero unlike the noiseless scenario.
A comparison of second moments of the plant state process at three different
power levels of process noise is illustrated in Fig. 4. We fix the relay channel
parameters {PS = 1, PR = 1, h = 1, β = 0.5, N = 0.5, NR = 0.1}, the plant
parameters {α0 = 0.25, λ = 1.5}, and plot second moment of the state process
E[Xt2 ] moment as a function of time t for three power levels of process noise,
i.e., nw = 0, 0.1, and 0.25. For the given set of channel parameters, mean square
stability of the system requires λ < 1.975 according to Theorem 5. In Fig. 4
we have fixed λ = 1.5 (i.e., less than 1.975), therefore the second moment stays
bounded for all levels of process noise. For nw = 0 the second moment converges
to zero, starting from an arbitrary an value equal to 0.25 as shown in Fig. 4. For
non-zero values of process, the second moment keeps alternating between two
different values. This happens due to the first and the second transmission phases
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in the half-duplex relay channel introduced in Sec. ??. As shown in Fig. 4, for
nw = 0.1 and nw = 0.25 the second moment converges to a unique non-zero
value for each transmission phase and thus it keeps alternating between these two
unique limit points. This will become more clear in Sec. ??. In Fig. 4 we can also
observe that the rate of convergence is similar for the three examples, and seems
to be unaffected by the power level of process noise.
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Figure 4: Comparison of second moments of the plant state process at three different levels of process noise.
Proposition 2. For the noiseless plant, the following infinite horizon quadratic
cost can be achieved:
∞
X

h

i

E Xt2 + qUt2 = α1

t=1

where q > 0, α1 =
and c2 =

λ2 N
α ,b
h2 PS 0 1

=

1 + λ2 b1 + q(λ4 b1 c2 + λ2 b2 )
,
1 − λ4 b1 c1

N
, b2
2h2 βPS +N

=

2h2 βPS
, c1
2h2 βPS +N

=

(48)
Ñ (β,PR )
,
M̃ (β,PR )+Ñ (β,PR )

M̃ (β,PR )
.
M̃ (β,PR )+Ñ (β,PR )

Proof. This has been shown in [9, Appendix B].
By choosing certain values of the parameters β and h, we can get special cases
of the general half-duplex sensor network. One special case has been discussed
below.
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Two-Hop Sensor Network We now consider a special case of the half-duplex
sensor (relay) network illustrated in Fig. 3.3 with h = 0. This special case models
a realistic network scenario where the state information can be communicated to
the remote controller only via the sensor nodes and there is no way for the state
encoder to directly communicate with the controller. We call this network as a
two-hop sensor network, where the communication from the state encoder to the
controller takes place in two hops. In the first hop the sensor nodes receive the
state information from the state encoder, which then relay the state information to
the controller in the second hop. We can obtain a sufficient condition for the mean
square over this network by substituting h = 0, β = 1 in Theorem 5.
Corollary 3. The scalar linear time invariant system in (70) can be mean square
stabilized over the two-hop non-orthogonal half-duplex sensor network if

log (λ) <

1
4

2 





i=1


.
log

1
+
2P

max
P i
SP
i Ni
h2i PR
i:



L
R
PR
P ≤PR 

+
N


i R
d 
i=1 2PS +N i

R










PL

r

i
h2i PR
i
2PS +NR

(49)

Theorem 6. The scalar linear time invariant system in (70) cannot be mean
square stabilized over the given two non-orthogonal half-duplex sensor network
if
1
NR + LPS
log(λ) ≥ log
,
(50)
2
NR + LPS 2−2R
where






q
L
L X
L
X
1 X
1
ρ?i,k hi hk PRi PRk  ,
R = log 1 +
h2i PRi + 2
2
Nd i=1
i=1 k=i+1
L
,
(1/Nri )
i=1

and NR = PL

and ρ?i,k =

(51)

PS
.
(PS +NR )

Proof. The proof can be found in [41].
Theorem 7. The scalar linear time invariant system in (70) can be mean square
stabilized over the a symmetric two-hop half-duplex sensor network with a linear
state encoder and {PRi = PLR , hi = 1, NRi = NR } for all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , L}, if and
only if


2LPS PR
1
.
(52)
log(λ) < log 1 +
4
2PS Nd + PR NR + NR Nd
Proof. The proof can be found in [41].
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3.4

Non-orthogonal Full-duplex Sensor Network

We now consider a network of full-duplex sensors nodes which are capable of
transmitting and receiving signals simultaneously unlike the half-duplex scenario
discussed in Sec. 3.3. Further we assume that the state encoder and all the sensor
nodes transmit signals in the same time slot and the same frequency band, that is
we have non-orthogonal signal transmissions in the network. This non-orthogonal
full-duplex sensor network scenario is illustrated in 5. At any discrete time step
t the state encoder E transmits Se,t with an average power PS . The sensor nodes
{Ri }Li=1 receive Se,t as,
i
Yti = Se,t + Zr,t
,

i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , L},

(53)

i
∼ N (0, Nri ) are the additive white Gaussian noise components which
where Zr,t
are independent both across time and across the sensor nodes. The sensor node
P
i
with an average power PRi such that Li=1 PRi ≤ PR . Since the
i transmits Sr,t
sensors are full-duplex, the decoder D at the control unit receives,

Rt = hSe,t +

L
X

i
hi Sr,t
+ Zd,t ,

(54)

i=1

where Zd,t ∼ N (0, Nd ) is a white Gaussian noise sequence. The variables h, hi ∈
R denote the gains of E − D link and Ri − D link for all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , L}. In
the following we present a sufficient condition for mean square stability of the
first order linear system in (70) over the given non-orthogonal full-duplex sensor
network.
Theorem 8. The linear scalar LTI system in (70) with Wt = 0 can be mean square
stabilized over the non-orthogonal full-duplex Gaussian sensor network if

log (λ) <










1

max
log
1 +

2 PRi :PLi=1 PRi ≤PR 






√

h2 P

S

+η

Nd +

?

PL

i=1

r

i
h2i PS PR
i
PS +NR

i Ni
h2i PR
R
i=1 PS +N i
R

PL

2 





 ,





(55)
where η ? is the unique root in the interval [0, 1] of the following fourth order
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Figure 5: The unstable plant has to be controlled by the actions of observer/encoder (O/E) and decoder/controller (D/C) over the AWGN relay channel.
polynomial
v

L u
u
X
t

i=1



v
u





L u
X
h2i PS PRi  4 
h2i PRi  3
t
2hP
η
+
η
S
(PS + NRi )
(PS + NRi )
i=1

L
X
h2i PRi NRi
h2i PRi NRi
2
+ h PS + Nd +
η
=
N
+
.
d
i
i
i=1 PS + NR
i=1 PS + NR
2

L
X

!

!

Remark 8. The term on the right hand side of the inequality in (69) is the achievable rate over the non-orthogonal full-duplex AWGN relay channel [62, Theorem
5].
Proof. In order to prove Theorem 8 we propose to use a linear and memoryless
communication and control scheme. This scheme is in principal similar to the
scheme we proposed for the half-duplex sensor network in Sec. 3.3 with some
modifications to adapt to full-duplex nature of the sensor nodes. A full-duplex
sensor node can simultaneously transmit and receive signals, therefore in this
scheme the sensor nodes transmit in every time slot in contrast to the the halfduplex network scenario where the sensor nodes transmit in alternate time slots.
The initial transmission and control at t = 0 in the full-duplex scenario is identical
to that of the scheme proposed for the half-duplex scenario in Sec. 3.3. Therefore
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according to Sec. 3.3, the plant state X1 ∼ N (0, α1 ) where α1 =
Further transmissions and control actions work as follows.

λ2 N d
α
h2 PS 0

+ nw .

Time step t = 1
q

The encoder E observes X1 and it then transmits Se,1 = PαS1 X1 to the decoder D
at the remote control unit. The sensor nodes {Ri }Li=1 overhear the signal transmitted by the controller but remain silent. The decoder D observes R1 = hSe,1 + Z1
and computes the MMSE estimate of X1 , which is given by
!
√
h PS α 1
(b)
(a) E[X1 R1 ]
R1 =
X̂1 = E[X1 |R1 ] =
R1 ,
E[R12 ]
h2 PS + Nd
where (a) follows from the fact that the optimum MMSE estimator
for a Gaussian
√
variable is linear [34]; and (c) follows from E[X1 R1 ] = h2 PS α1 and E[R12 ] =
h2 PS + N .
The controller C takes an action U1 = −λX̂1 which results in X2 = λ(X1 − X̂1 )+
W1 . The new plant state X2 is linear combination of zero mean Gaussian variables
{X1 , X̂1 , W1 }, therefore it is also zero mean Gaussian with the following variance
α2 , E[X22 ] = λ2 E[(X1 − X̂1 )2 ] + E[W12 ]


Nd
α 1 + nw ,
= λ2 2
h PS + Nd
where the last equality follows from E[X1 X̂1 ] = E[X̂12 ] =
tion).

h2 PS α1
h2 PS +Nd

(56)
(by computa-

Time steps t ≥ 2
q

The encoder E observes Xt and it then transmits Se,t = PαSt Xt . The sensor nodes
simultaneously receive this signal and transmit an amplified version of the signal
they had received in the previous time step under an average power constraint, i.e.,
the sensors merely act as amplify-and-forward relays. Thus the signal transmitted
by the i-th sensor is given by
i
=
Sr,t

v
u
u
t



PRi
i
S
+
Z
,
e,t−1
r,t−1
PS + NRi

for all i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , L},

(57)
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i 2
where E[(Sr,t
) ] = PRi and the signal amplification is done to ensure
PR . Accordingly the decoder D receives

Rt = hSe,t +

L
X

PL

i=1

PRi ≤

hi Sr,t + Zt = L1 Xt + L2 Xt−1 + Z̃t ,

(58)

i=1

where L1 =

q

h2 PS
,
αt

L2 =

PL

r

i=1

i
h2i PS PR
,
i
(PS +NR )αt−1

PL

and Z̃t = Zt +

r

i=1

i
h2i PR
i
i Zr,t−1
PS +NR

with Z̃t ∼ N (0, Ñ ). The computation of the state MMSE estimate X̂t and the action taken by controller Ut = −λX̂t are identical to that of the half-duplex sensor
network scheme proposed in Sec. 3.3. Therefore according to (38) the variance
αt+1 of the new plant state Xt+1 (obtained after taking the control action Ut ) is
given by
!

αt+1 ,

2
E[Xt+1
]

2

= λ αt


(a)



= λ2 αt  


k2 +

q

L22 nw + λ2 Ñ (PR )
+ nw
(λL1 + L2 )2 αt + L22 nw + λ2 Ñ (PR )

nw k1
λ2

k 1 αt
λ2 αt−1



1
αt−1

2

+





+ Ñ (PR )
nw k1
λ2



1
αt−1

+ Ñ (PR )


 + nw ,

(59)

where (a) follows by substituting the values of L1 and L2 ; and by defining k1 =
r

2
√ 2
i
PL
h2i PS PR
and
k
=
h PS .
i
2
i=1
(PS +N )
R

Our aim is to find condition on the system parameter λ which is sufficient
to ensure that the state variance in (59) stays bounded. In order to simplify the
problem we assume that there is no process noise in the system. By substituting
nw = 0 in (59) we get


αt+1 = 

By defining ηt ,

q

λ Ñ (PR )
k2 +

1 αt
,
λ2 αt−1

ηt+1 =



2

v
u
u
u
t

q

k 1 αt
λ2 αt−1

2

+ Ñ (PR )


 αt ,

∀t ≥ 2.

(60)

we can rewrite (60) as
Ñ (PR )
,
√ 2
k2 + ηt k1 + Ñ (PR )

∀t ≥ 2.

(61)

We will now show that the sequence {ηt } converges to a unique fixed point. The
convergence follows from the following lemma.
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q

a
Lemma 2. ( [62, Lemma 2]) Consider the function f : x 7→ a+p(1+bx)
2 defined
on the closed interval [0, 1] when a, b, p ≥ 0. The function f (.) has exactly one
fixed point x∗ ∈ [0, 1] and the infinite sequence x0 , x1 = f (x0 ), x2 = f (x1 ), ...
converges to this fixed point for any starting point x0 ∈ [0, 1].

q

According to Lemma 2, starting with η2 = αα12 = h2 PNS +N ∈ [0, 1], the
sequence {ηt } in (61) converges to a fixed point η ? . This fixed point is given by
the unique solution in the interval [0,1] of the following fourth order polynomial
v

L u
u
X
t

i=1



v
u





L u
X
h2i PS PRi  4 
h2i PRi  3
t
η
+
2hP
η
S
(PS + NRi )
(PS + NRi )
i=1
L
X

L
X
h2i PRi NRi
h2i PRi NRi
2
+ h2 PS + Nd +
η
=
N
+
,
d
i
i
i=1 PS + NR
i=1 PS + NR

!

!

where the above polynomial has been obtained by simplifying (61) and substituting the values of k1 , k2 , Ñ (PR ) [62].
Having shown that the sequence {ηt } converges to the unique fixed point, we
now find the values of the system parameter λ for which the state variance {αt }
converges to a limit point and consequently stays bounded. Rewriting (60) as


αt+1 =  




=




2

λ Ñ (PR )

 αt
√ 2
k2 + ηt k1 + Ñ (PR )

t
Y

i=2








Ñ (PR )
 2t−2
α2
 λ
√ 2
k2 + ηi k1 + Ñ (PR )




1

= µ(t)λ2t ν = λt[ t logλ (µ(t))+2] ν,




(62)

!

where µ(t) ,

Qt

i=2

Ñ (PR )
√
2
(k2 +ηi k1 ) +Ñ (PR )

and ν , λ−2 α2 .

We observe from (62) that αt → 0 as t → ∞ if


lim

t→∞

1
logλ (µ (t)) + 2 < 0,
t


(63)

where the existence of the limit follows from convergence of the sequence {ηi }.
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log(µ(t))
,
log(λ)

Since logλ (µ (t)) =

we can rewrite (63) as

1
1
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t→∞ 2t
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√ 2 
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√ 2 
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i Ni
h2i PR
R
i
PS +NR



,


where (a) follows by substituting the value of µ(t) from (62); (b) follows by convergence of the sequence {ηi } to η ? and using Cesaro mean theorem [?]; and (c)
follows by substituting the values of k1 , k2 , and Ñ (PR ). This completes the proof
of Theorem 8.

3.5

Cascade Sensor Network

A cascade sensor network is depicted in Fig. 6, where there are L sensor nodes
{Ri }Li=1 connected in series. The communication channels between all the nodes
are modeled as white Gaussian channels, that is in Fig. 6 the variables Zti ∼
N (0, Ni ) denote mutually independent white Gaussian noise components for i =
{1, 2, · · · , L + 1}. In the given cascade sensor network setup, the state encoder E
observes state of the system and transmits Se,t with an average power PS , which
is received by the first sensor node as Yt1 = Se,t + Zt1 . Upon receiving the
signal from the encoder, the first sensor node transmits the state information to
the second sensor node and so on. That is at any time step t, the sensor node Ri
receives
i−1
Yti = Sr,t
+ Zti ,

(64)

i
and it then transmits Sr,t
with an average power PRi to the next sensor node Ri+1
for all i ∈ {2, 3, · · · , L}. There is a total average transmit power constraint on the
P
sensor nodes, Li=1 PRi ≤ PR . Finally the decoder D at the control unit receives
L
YtL+1 = Sr,t
+ ZtL+1 , which then takes control action to stabilize the system.
For mean square stabilizing the first order LTI system in (70) over the given
cascade sensor network we can employ a linear memoryless Schalkwijk-Kailath
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based scheme, like we did for the network scenarios discussed earlier. By a similar
analysis we obtain the following sufficient condition for mean square stability of
the system.
Theorem 9. The scalar linear time invariant system in (70) can be mean square
stabilized over a cascade sensor network of L relay nodes if
L
Y
1
PS
PRi
log (λ) <
log 1 +
2L
PS + N1 i=1 PRi + Ni+1

where the optimal choice of power allocation is PRi =

!!

,

(65)

PR
.
L

Proof. The proof can be found in [41].
The above sufficient condition has been obtained using linear policies at the
state encoder and at the sensor nodes. However from [7, 28] we know that the
linear policies are not optimal for transmission of a Gaussian source over a Gaussian cascade sensor network. In [28], the authors studied a multi-stage decision
(encoding) problem and provided counter-examples (based on functions whose
output can take on only two values) to show that linear policies are not optimal
when the number of stages are sufficiently large. According to their result linear
encoding/sensing policies are not optimal when the number of sensor nodes in
our model of cascade network is greater than two. We extended the work of [28]
in [7] by studying a setup when there is only a single relay (sensor) node between
the source node and the destination node. We show that although linear encoding
policies are person-by-person optimal for this simple setup, they are not globally
optimal in general.
Theorem 10. The scalar linear time invariant system in (70) can not be mean
square stabilized over the cascade sensor network if
PS
PR1
PRL
1
min log 1 +
, log 1 +
, . . . , log 1 +
log (λ) ≥
2L
N1
N2
NL+1
(





!

!)

.
(66)

Proof. The proof follows from information theoretic cut-set bound.
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Figure 6: Control over a cascade sensor network.

3.6

Parallel Sensor Network

Consider the sensor network shown in Fig. 7, where the signal transmitted by a
sensor node does not interfere with the signals transmitted by the other sensor
nodes, i.e., there are L parallel channels from {Ri }Li=1 to D. We name this setup
as a parallel sensor network, which models a practical scenario where the signal
spaces of the sensor nodes are mutually orthogonal. For example the signals may
be transmitted in either disjoint frequency bands or in disjoint time slots. According to Fig. 7, the signal received by each sensor node is given by
i
Yti = Se,t + Zr,t
,

for all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , L},

(67)

where Se,t is the signal transmitted by the state encoder E with an average power
i
PS and Zr,t
∼ N (0, Nri ) is a Gaussian noise sequence, which is independent both
across time and across the sensor nodes. Upon receiving Yti the sensor node Ri
i
transmits Sr,t
subject to an average power constraint PRi . Accordingly the decoder
receives,
i
i
+ Zd,t
,
Rti = Sr,t

for all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , L},

(68)

i
where Zd,t
∼ N (0, Ndi ) is a Gaussian noise sequence, which is independent both
across time and across the sensor nodes. In the following we present a sufficient
condition for mean square stability of the system in (70) over the given sensor
network.
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Theorem 11. The linear scalar system in (70) cannot be mean square stabilized
over the Gaussian parallel sensor network if
L
L
X
X
PRi
1
PS
log
1
+
log (λ) ≥ min log 1 +
,
max
P
i
i :P ≥0,
2
Ndi
P i ≤PR i=1
PR
R
i=1 NR
i R

(

!

!)

(69)
Proof. The proof follows from information theoretic cut-set arguments.
For the parallel sensor network we can derive sufficient condition for mean
square stability using linear policies policies like previously discussed scenarios.
However we know that linear policies are highly sub-optimal for parallel sensor
network setting. A distributed joint source-channel code is optimal in minimizing mean-square distortion if the following two conditions hold: i) All channels
from the source to the destination send independent information. ii) All channels
utilize the capacity, i.e., source-channel needs to be matched. If we use linear
linear policies at the sensors then the first condition is not fulfilled because all
sensors would be transmitting correlated information. In [130] the authors proposed a non-linear scheme for a parallel network of two sensors, in which one
sensor transmits only magnitude of observed state and the other sensor transmits
only phase value (plus or minus sign) of the observed state. The magnitude and
phase of the state were shown to be independent and thus the scheme fulfilled the
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first condition of optimality. This nonlinear sensing scheme was shown to outperform the best linear scheme for the LQG control problem, although the second
condition of source-channel matching is not fulfilled by this non-linear scheme.
We can use this non-linear scheme together with an SK type scheme which will
ensure source-channel matching by making the outputs of the two sensors Gaussian distributed after the initial transmissions as shown earlier in Sections 3.3 and
3.4.

3.7

Conclusion

We studied the problem of mean square stabilizing a discrete time LTI system over
some basic topologies of Gaussian sensor networks. We proposed to use delayfree linear communication and control strategies, and thereby obtained sufficient
conditions for stabilization. We also obtained necessary conditions for stabilization using information theoretic bounds and in some cases bounds are shown to
be tight. Our results reveal a relationship between the communication channel
parameters (i.e., signal-to-noise ratios) and the possibility of stabilizing the plant.
Some discussion on vector valued systems can be found in [41]. An interesting extension of this work would be to consider instantaneous non-linear relaying
strategies which can potentially increase the achievable rate and thus extend the
class of stablizable systems over the considered Gaussian sensor networks.

4

Closed-loop Control Over Basic Multi-user Communication Channels

In this section we consider the problem of remotely controlling scalar linear time
invariant systems over basic multi-user communication channels. We study three
basic communications channels for stabilizing two LTI systems: i) white Gaussian multiple-access channel, ii) white Gaussian broadcast channel, and iii) white
Gaussian interference channel.
A two user multiple-access channel is the communication channel where two
sources transmit their messages to a common destination [46]. By the control
over the multiple-access channel we mean that there exist two separate sensors
to sense the states and a single remote controller to stabilize the two plants i.e.,
a multi-sensor joint controller setup.The capacity region of the two-user memoryless Gaussian multiple-access channel with noiseless feedback is found in [22],
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which is relevant to the problem of closed-loop control over the multiple-access
channel.
A two user broadcast channel is the communication channel where one sender
transmits messages to two destinations [46]. Control over broadcast channel refers
to a joint sensor multi-controller setup i.e., there exists a common sensor to jointly
observe the states of the two plants and there are two separate remote controllers
in order to stabilize them. The capacity region of the Gaussian broadcast channel
with and without feedback is not known [46]. For the problem of closed-loop control, the broadcast channel with feedback is more relevant. In [23] Ozarow et al.
provided an achievable rate region over the two user memoryless Gaussian broadcast channel with noiseless feedback which is highly relevant to our problem.
A two user interference channel is a fundamental communication channel
where two sources wish to communicate their messages to two different destinations and the signals transmitted from the sources interfere with each other [6].
By the control over the interference we mean that there exist two separate sensors
to sense the states of the two plants, and there exist two separate remote controllers to separately stabilize the two plants i.e., a multi-sensor multi-controller
setup. The capacity of the general interference channel is still an open problem,
however the capacity region is known for some special cases. However in the
context of closed-loop control, the interference channel with feedback is more
relevant. In [2, 5], the authors provided achievable rate regions over memoryless
interference channel with noiseless and noisy feedback which is highly relevant to
our problem. The coding schemes proposed by Kramer and Gastpar et al. in [2,5]
for the memoryless Gaussian interference channels with noiseless feedback are
adaptations of the well-known Schalkwijk-Kailath coding scheme for memoryless
Gaussian point-to-point communication channel with noiseless feedback [118].
The results presented in this section have appeared in [8, 12].

4.1

Problem Setup

We consider two scalar discrete-time LTI systems whose state equations are given
by
Xi,t+1 = λi Xi,t + Ui,t + Wi,t
Yi,t = Xi,t + Vi,t
for i = 1, 2,

(70)

where {Xi,t } ⊆ R, {Ui,t } ⊆ R, {Yi,t } ⊆ R, {Wi,t } ⊆ R, and {Vi,t } ⊆ R are state,
control, observation, process noise and measurement noise processes of the plant
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i. We assume that the open-loop systems are unstable (λi > 1) and the initial
states Xi,0 are random variables with arbitrary probability distributions having
1,0 X2,0 ]
2
√
. We study the
] and correlation coefficient ρ0 = E[X
variance αi,0 = E[Xi,0
α1,0 α2,0
problem of remotely controlling the two unstable systems over the white Gaussian
broadcast and multiple-access channels.
Control over multiple-access channel The setup for control over multipleaccess channel is depicted in Fig. 8. There are separate observers O1 and O2
for the two plants, and there is a common control unit C situated at remote location. In order to communicate the observed state values to the controller, an
encoder Ei is lumped with Oi and a decoder D is lumped with the controller.
At any time instant t, the encoders E1 and E2 transmit S1,t and S2,t respectively,
and the decoder D receives Rt = S1,t + S2,t + Zt , where Zt ∼ N (0, N ) is the
white noise component. Let fi,t denote the observer/encoder policy for the plant
i, then we have Si,t = fi,t ({Yi,k }tk=0 ) which must satisfy an average power conPT −1
2
E[Si,t
] ≤ Pi . Further let γi,t denote the decoder/controller
straint limT →∞ T1 t=0
policy, then Ui,t = γi,t ({Rk }tk=0 ).
Control over broadcast channel The setup for control over broadcast channel
is depicted in Fig. 9. There is a common observer O and separate controllers
C1 and C2 for the two plants. In order to communicate the observed state values
to the controllers, an encoder E is lumped with the observer and the decoders
D1 and D2 are lumped with the respective controllers. At any time instant t, the
encoder transmits St and the decoder Di receives Ri,t = St + Zt + Zi,t , where
Zi,t ∼ N (0, Ni ) and Zt ∼ N (0, N ) are the mutually independent white noise
components. The noise component Zt in the broadcast channel can model a common noise or interference in the two signals. Let ft denote the observer/encoder
policy, then we have St = ft ({Y1,k }tk=0 , {Y2,k }tk=0 ) which must satisfy an avP −1
E[St2 ] ≤ P . Further let γi,t denote the
erage power constraint limT →∞ T1 Tt=0
decoder/controller policy, then Ui,t = γi,t ({Ri,k }tk=0 ).
Control over Interference channel The setup for control over symmetric white
Gaussian interference channel is depicted in Fig. 10. There are two separate observers {O1 , O2 } and separate controllers {C1 , C2 } for the two plants. In order to
communicate the observed state values to the controllers, an encoder Ei is lumped
with the observer Oi and a decoder Di is lumped with the controller Ci . At any
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U1,t

Figure 8: The two unstable LTI plants have to be controlled over the white Gaussian multiple access channel. There are two sensors to separately sense the states
of the two plants and there is a remote common control unit.
time instant t, the encoders E1 and E2 transmit S1,t and S2,t respectively. Accordingly the decoder Di receives Ri,t which is given by
R1,t = S1,t + hS2,t + Z1,t ,
R2,t = S2,t + hS1,t + Z2,t ,
where h ∈ R+ is the cross channel gain, and Z1,t ∼ N (0, N ) and Z2,t ∼
N (0, N ) are white noise components with a fixed cross-correlation coefficient
ρz , E[Z1,tNZ2,t ] in the interval [−1, 1]. The cross-correlation between the two
noise components can model a common noise or common interference in the
two signals. Let fi,t denote the ith observer/encoder policy, then we have Si,t =
P −1
2
E[Si,t
]≤
fi,t ({Xi,k }tk=0 ) which must satisfy an average power constraint limT →∞ T1 Tt=0
t
P . Further let γi,t denote the ith decoder/controller policy, then Ui,t = γi,t ({Ri,k }k=0 ).
Mean square stability We assume that the process noise Wi,t and the measurement noise Vi,t in (70) are zero, and focus on mean square stability [1, 42, 108,
109, 116, 120] of the two plants. For a noise-free plant, we define mean square
stability as follows.
Definition 2. A system is said to be mean square stable if and only if
lim E[Xt2 ] = 0,

t→∞
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Figure 9: The two unstable LTI plants have to be controlled over the white Gaussian broadcast channel. There is a common sensor to jointly sense the states of
the two plants and there are remotely located separate control units.

U1,t

Figure 10: The two unstable LTI plants have to be controlled over the white Gaussian interference channel with correlated noise components. There are two sensors
to separately sense the states and two remotely located control units to separately
control the two plants.
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regardless of the initial state X0 .

4.2

Main Results

We will first present our results in a comprehensive fashion and then provide the
proofs in the next section.
Stability results for the multiple-access channel
Theorem 12. The two scalar LTI systems in (70) with Wi,t = Vi,t = 0 can be mean
square stabilized over the memoryless white Gaussian multiple access channel if
the systems’ parameters {λ1 , λ2 } satisfy the following inequalities


log(λ1 ) <

1
log 1 +
2


log(λ2 ) <

1
log 1 +
2



P1 1 − ρ ? 2


,

N


P2 1 − ρ ? 2



N

,

(71)

where ρ? is the root in the open interval (0, 1) of the following fourth order polynomial






P1 1 − ρ 2 + N









P 2 1 − ρ2 + N =



q



P1 + P2 + 2ρ P1 P2 + N N.

(72)

Proof. The proof is given in Sec. 4.3.
Remark 9. It can be shown that for fully correlated initial states, i.e., ρ0 = 1, the
stability conditions are given by
!
√
1
P1 + P2 + 2 P1 P2
log(λi ) < log 1 +
, i = 1, 2.
2
N
Remark 10. The terms on the right hand side in (71) correspond to the sumrate optimal achievable rate pair for the two sources over the white Gaussian
multiple-access channel with noiseless feedback [22]. The stability region in (71)
is smaller than the capacity region in [22]. This is because to ensure second
moment stability the coding scheme has to have at least double exponential error
decay.
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Stability results for the broadcast channel In the broadcast channel there is
a joint encoder with an output power constraint contrary to the multiple-access
channel where the two encoders have individual power constraints. Therefore the
joint encoder in the broadcast channel has freedom to tradeoff between the powers
allocated to the transmission of the observed states of the two plants.
Theorem 13. The two scalar LTI systems in (70) with Wi,t = Vi,t = 0 can be
mean square stabilized over the memoryless white Gaussian broadcast channel if
the systems’ parameters {λ1 , λ2 } satisfy the following inequalities
D? (N + N1 + P )
1
,
log(λ1 ) < log
2
D? (N + N1 ) + g 2 P (1 − ρ? )
!
1
D? (N + N2 + P )
log(λ2 ) < log
,
2
D? (N + N2 ) + P (1 − ρ? )
!

(73)

where D? = 1 + g 2 + 2gρ? , g ≥ 0, and ρ? is the largest root in the open interval
(0, 1) of the following polynomial




ρ = − D(N Σ + N1 N2 )ρ − gP Σ(1 − ρ2 ) ×






Π D(N +N1 )+g 2 P (1−ρ2 )

D(N +N2 )+g 2 P (1−ρ2 )

(74)
− 12



where Π = (P + N + N1 )(P + N + N2 ) and Σ = P + N + N1 + N2 .
Proof. The proof is given in Sec. 4.3.
Remark 11. The terms on the right hand side in (73) is an achievable rate pair
for the two decoders over the white Gaussian broadcast channel with noiseless
feedback [23].
Remark 12. If the noise components Z1,t and Z2,t are zero in the broadcast channel model, then the two controllers receive the same signal and this setup is equivalent to having a joint controller. Therefore the stability region for the joint-sensor
joint-controller case can be obtained by setting N1 = N2 = 0 in (73).
The parameter g in (73) can tradeoff between the stabilizability of the two
plants and thus we can obtain a stability region for the given channel parameters
by increasing g from zero to less than infinity. Fig. 11 shows some examples of
stability regions for P = 10. The solid line shows the boundary of the stability
region when N = 0 and N1 = N2 = 1, the dashed line shows the boundary
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1.2

N = 1, N1 = N2 = 0
N = N1 = N2 = 0.5
N = 0, N1 = N2 = 1
TDMA, N + Ni = 1
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Figure 11: Illustration of the stability regions for the broadcast channel.
of the stability region when N = N1 = N2 = 0.5, and the dotted line shows the
boundary of the stability region when N = 1 and N1 = N2 = 0. In these examples
N + Ni = 1, and we can observe that the individual noise components {Z1,t , Z2,t }
are less harmful than the common noise component Zt due to diversity effect. For
comparison we also show the stability region when the encoder separately serves
the two plants in alternate time steps, i.e., in each time step there is a point-to-point
communication link from the encoder to one of the controllers. For this case the
necessary and sufficient conditions for mean square stability can be found in [1],
which are given by
P
1
log(λi ) < log 1 +
4
N + Ni




for all i ∈ {1, 2}.

The boundary of the rectangular stability region defined by the above inequalities
is shown in Fig. 11 for P = 10 and N + Ni = 1.
Stability results for the Interference channel
Theorem 14. The two scalar LTI systems in (70) with Wi,t = 0 can be mean
square stabilized over the memoryless white Gaussian interference channel if the
systems’ parameters {λ1 , λ2 } satisfy the following inequalities
1
P (1 + h2 + 2hρ? ) + N
log(λi ) < log
2
P h2 (1 − ρ? 2 ) + N

!

,

(75)
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where ρ? is the largest among all the roots in the interval [0, 1] of the following
two fourth order polynomials
f1 (ρ) := ρ4 + a3 ρ2 + a2 ρ2 + a1 ρ + a0 ,
f2 (ρ) := ρ4 + b3 ρ2 + b2 ρ2 + b1 ρ + b0 ,

(76)

where
N
N (4 + hρz )
, a2 = −2 −
,
2hP
2h2 P
N (1 + 2h2 + 2hρz )
N2
=−
− 3 2,
2h3 P
hP
2h2 P + 2P + N
N (2h − ρz )
,
b
=
,
=1+
3
2h3 P
2hP
N ρz
(1 + h2 ) N (1 + 2ρz − 2h2 )
=
, b1 = −
−
,
2hP
h
2h3 P
N (2h − ρz )
= −1 −
.
2h3 P

a3 =
a1
a0
b2
b0

Proof. The proof is given in Sec. 4.3.
Remark 13. For fully correlated initial states, i.e., ρ0 = 1, and fully correlated
or anti-correlated noise components i.e., ρz = ±1, the initial transmissions in the
proposed scheme in Sec. 4.3 can be modified such that ρ? = 1. Accordingly the
stability conditions are then given by
!

P (1 + h)2
1
,
log(λi ) < log 1 +
2
N

i = 1, 2.

Remark 14. It is shown in Appendix ?? that if the two noise components are fully
2
correlated i.e., ρz = 1, and further 2h(1 + hNP ) < 1, then the largest root ρ? of
the polynomial f2 (ρ) is equal to one. Therefore the stability conditions are then
given by
!

1
P (1 + h)2
log(λi ) < log 1 +
,
2
N

i = 1, 2.

Remark 15. The term on the right hand side in (75) corresponds to an achievable
rate pair for the two sources over the white Gaussian interference channel with
noiseless feedback [ [5]].
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According to Theorem 14, the stabilizability of the two first order LTI systems depends on the given interference channel parameters such as average transmit power P , noise power N , noise cross-correlation ρz , and cross channel gain
h. Therefore it is interesting to study the effect of these channel parameters on
the behavior of the two systems under our proposed communication and control
scheme. In this section we investigate the stabilizability of the two systems for different values of noise cross-correlation and cross channel gain with fixed transmit
and noise powers.
In Fig. 12 we fix P = 20, N = 1, and plot the boundary of the stabilizability
region for the two plants as a function of ρz for different values of h, according
to Theorem 14. Therefore the ith plant will be mean square stable under our proposed scheme for the given channel parameters if log(λi ) is in the region below the
corresponding stabilizability boundary curve. In Fig. 12 we have shown some examples for different levels of interference parameter, i.e., h = {0, 0.15, 1, 100}. In
most cases stabilizability region reduces by increasing ρz from −1 to 1, except for
the case when the interference is very weak, i.e. h = 0.15. For this case, it is given
in Remark 14 that the best performance is achieved when ρz = 1. For the sake
of comparison we have also plotted no interference case (h = 0), i.e., there exist
two parallel channels from the two plants to the two remote controllers. For this
setup the stability conditions are given by log(λi ) < 0.5 log(1 + P/N ). In Fig. 12
we have also shown an example of very strong interference scenario (h = 100).
This example suggests that the stabilizability region significantly expands in the
presence of a very strong interference. In order to investigate this further, we
now fix P = 20, N = 1, and plot the boundary of the stabilizability region as
a function of h for different values of ρz in Fig. 13. For ρz = {−1, −0.95} the
stabilizability increases monotonically with increasing cross channel gain h. Interestingly we observe a boost in the stabilizability of the systems for ρz = −1
compared to ρz = −0.95 in the high interference regime. For ρz = {0, 1} the
worst performance happens when the interference is moderate (i.e., neither weak
nor strong). However in these examples too the stabilizability improves monotonically with increase in cross channel gain beyond certain threshold. Further
we observe that in the low interference regime (i.e. for very small values of h)
the best performance is achieved when the noise components are fully correlated
(ρz = 1), which is in accordance with Remark 14.
In the given setup of control over interference channel, the two systems are
driven by the actions of the two controllers. These control actions are influenced
by the cross channel interference, therefore it is also interesting to study crosscorrelation between the state processes of the two systems for different values
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Figure 12: Examples of the stability region of the two systems as a function of
cross-correlation coefficient of the two white noise components in the symmetric
Gaussian interference channel, with fixed P = 20, N = 1.
of cross channel gain. Under our proposed scheme, the magnitude of the crosscorrelation coefficient between the two state processes remains constant in the
steady state, however it might alternate in phase in successive time steps as shown
in Sec. 4.3. In Fig. 14 we fix P = 20, N = 1, and plot magnitude of the state
cross-correlation coefficient ρ? as a function of cross channel gain h for different
values of noise correlation ρz = {−1, −0.5, 0, 1}. In these examples, we observe
a general trend that cross correlation increases in magnitude as cross channel gain
increases. The state processes of the two systems become almost fully correlated
as cross channel interference gets very strong. This happens because the two
systems are driven control actions which are highly influenced by cross talk.
In summary, the above numerical examples suggest that the stabilizability of
the two systems over Gaussian interference channel reduces with the increase of
noise cross-correlation from −1 to +1. That is negative correlation helps and
positive correlation hurts except for the case when interference is very weak (see
also Remark 14). Further for anti-correlated (ρz = −1) noises there is a dramatic
boost in the stabilizability especially in the presence of strong interference. A
similar behavior was observed in [ [5]], where the authors showed that the sumrate capacity over symmetric Gaussian interference channel can be doubled with
feedback in high SNR when the noise components are anti-correlated. Furthermore we have observed that in general stabilizability improves as the interference
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Figure 13: Examples of the stabilizability region of the two systems as a function
of cross channel gain in the symmetric Gaussian interference channel, with fixed
P = 20, N = 1.
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Figure 14: Illustration of cross correlation coefficient of the state processes of the
two systems in steady state as a function of cross channel gain for different values
of noise correlation, with fixed P = 20, N = 1.
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gets significantly strong. This result is in line with already known results in information theory, where it has been shown that the transmission rates over interference channel can be significantly improved in presence of very strong interference
[ [4]]. Further we have observed that the state processes of the two systems become highly correlated in magnitude in strong interference scenarios under our
proposed scheme.
The stability results provided in this paper can be extended for non-symmetric
interference channel using the proposed scheme with some tedious computations.
We can also extend our results for the setup where the links from the controllers
to the plants are also white Gaussian communication channels. For this setup we
can have an encoder at each control unit to encode the control action and a MMSE
decoder at each plant to decode the transmitted value of the control action. As
long as the encoders, the decoders, and the controllers are linear, the nature of the
problem does not change and the stability results can be easily obtained cf. [ [16]].

4.3

Control and Communication Schemes

In order to prove Theorems 12, 13, and 14, we propose to use coding schemes
in [2, 5, 22, 23]. These schemes are based on Schalkwijk–Kailath coding scheme
[118]. By employing the proposed coding schemes over the given broadcast
and multiple-access channels, we then find conditions on the system parameters
{λ1 , λ2 } which are sufficient to mean square stabilize the systems in (70).
Scheme for the Multiple-access Channel
multiple-access channel works as follows.

The scheme for the white Gaussian

Initial time steps, t = 0, 1
Initially the two encoders transmit the observed state values in alternate time slots
to the respective controllers. The first two disjoint transmissions in time make
the plant states Gaussian distributed regardless of the distribution of their initial
states, which will be explained shortly. However if the initial states are already
Gaussian, then the following disjoint initial transmissions are not needed.q
1
X1,0 .
At time step t = 0, the encoder E1 observes X1,0 and transmits S1,0 = αP1,0
The encoder E2 stays quiet, i.e., S2,0 = 0. The decoder D receives R0 = S1,0 + Z0 .
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It then estimates X1,0 as
s

X̂1,0 =

α1,0
R0 = X1,0 +
P1

s

α1,0
Z0 .
P1

The controller C then takes an action U1,0 = −λ1 X̂1,0 for the plant 1, which results
N
in X1,1 = λ1 (X1,0 − X̂1,0 ). The state X1,1 ∼ N (0, α1,1 ) with α1,1 = λ21 α1,0
. The
P1
controller does not take any action for the plant 2, therefore X2,1 = λ2 X2,0 with
α2,1 = λ22 α2,0 .
At time step t = 1,
the encoder E1 stays quiet. The encoder E2 observes X2,1
q
2
and transmits S2,1 = αP2,1
X2,1 . The decoder D receives R1 = S2,1 + Z1 . It then
estimates X2,1 as
s

X̂2,1 =

α2,1
R1 = X2,1 +
P2

s

α2,1
Z1 .
P2

The controller C then takes an action U2,1 = −λ2 X̂2,1 for the plant 2, which
results in X2,2 = λ2 (X2,1 − X̂2,1 ). The state X2,2 ∼ N (0, α2,2 ). For the plant
1, the controller does not take any action U1,1 = 0, therefore X1,2 = λ1 X1,1 and
X1,2 ∼ N (0, α1,2 ).
It is noteworthy that due to non-overlapping initial transmissions by the two
encoders, the states X1,2 and X2,2 are now zero mean Gaussian variables with cor1,2 X2,2 ]
√
equal to zero7 . Henceforth the two encoders
relation coefficient ρ2 = E[X
α1,2 α2,2
will transmit their signals simultaneously.
Further time steps t ≥ 2
The two encoders E1 and E2 observe X1,t and X2,t , and they respectively transmit
s

S1,t =

P1
X1,t ,
α1,t

s

S2,t =

P2
X2,t sgn(ρt ),
α2,t

1,t ])(X2,t −E[X2,t ])]
√
where ρt = E[(X1,t −E[X
and sgn(ρt ) = 1 if ρt ≥ 0 and sgn(ρt ) =
α1,t α2,t
−1 if ρt < 0.

7

The states in the second time step become uncorrelated irrespective of the value of the correlation between the initial states. This scheme does not exploit correlation between the initial states
and thus the stability region obtained is independent of the correlation of the initial states.
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The decoder D receives Rt = S1,t +S2,t +Zt . It then computes an MMSE estimate
of the state of the plant i as
(a)

X̂i,t = E[Xi,t |Rt ] =

E[Rt Xi,t ]
Rt ,
E[Rt2 ]

(77)

where (a) follows from the fact that the optimum MMSE of the Gaussian variable
is linear [34]; and we have
E [X1,t Rt ] =
E[X2,t Rt ] =

√
√

α1,t
α2,t

q
q

q



P1 +

q



P2 +

P2 |ρt | ,
P1 |ρt | sgn(ρt ),

q

E[Rt2 ] = P1 + P2 + 2|ρt | P1 P2 + N.

(78)

The controller C takes an action Ui,t = −λi X̂i,t for the plant i, which results in
Xi,t+1 = λi (Xi,t − X̂i,t ). The mean values of the states are
h



E[Xi,t ] = E λi Xi,t − X̂i,t

i

"

#

E[Rt Xi,t ]
(b)
= λi E Xi,t −
Rt = 0,
2
E[Rt ]

(a)

(79)

where (a) follows from (77); and (b) follows from E[Xi,2 ] = 0 and by recursively
using (a). The variance of the state Xi,t+1 is given by
2
αi,t+1 , E[Xi,t+1
] = λ2i E



=

λ2i E 

=

λ2i



Xi,t − X̂i,t

E[Rt Xi,t ]
Xi,t −
Rt
E[Rt2 ]

2 

!2 

!

2
E[Xi,t
]

(E[Rt Xi,t ])2
−
.
E[Rt2 ]

(80)

By using (78) in (80) we get the following recursive equations
!

α1,t+1 =

α1,t λ21

α2,t+1 = α2,t λ22

N + P2 (1 − ρ2t )
√
P1 + P2 + 2|ρt | P1 P2 + N
!
N + P1 (1 − ρ2t )
√
P1 + P2 + 2|ρt | P1 P2 + N

(81)
(82)
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The cross-correlation between the states is given by
h







E[X1,t+1 X2,t+1 ] = E λ1 X1,t − X̂1,t λ2 X2,t − X̂2,t

i

!

E[X1,t Rt ]E[X2,t Rt ]
= λ1 λ2 E[X1,t X2,t ] −
E[Rt2 ]
!
√
N ρt − sgn(ρt ) P1 P2 (1 − ρ2t )
(b)
√
√
= λ1 λ2 α1,t α2,t
,
P1 + P2 + 2|ρt | P1 P2 + N
(a)

(83)

t ]E[X1,t Rt ]
where (a) follows from E[X̂1,t X2,t ] = E[X̂2,t X1,t ] = E[X̂1,t X̂2,t ] = E[X1,t RE[R
;
2
t]
and (b) follows from (78). The correlation coefficient is then given by

ρt+1 =

E[X1,t+1 X2,t+1 ]
√
α1,t α2,t
s

(a)

= λ1 λ2

!
√
N ρt −sgn(ρt ) P1 P2 (1−ρ2t )
√
P1 +P2 +2|ρt | P1 P2 +N

√
N ρt − sgn(ρt ) P1 P2 (1 − ρ2t )

(b)

= q

α1,t α2,t
α1,t+1 α2,t+1

(N + P1 (1 − ρ2t )) (N + P2 (1 − ρ2t ))

∀t ≥ 2,

(84)

where (a) follows from (83); and (b) follows from (81) and (82). It has been shown
in [22] that for (84) there exists a ρ? such that if ρt = ρ? then ρt+k = (−1)k ρ? for
all k ≥ 0, where ρ? is the root in the open interval (0, 1) of the following fourth
order polynomial.






P1 1 − ρ 2 + N









P 2 1 − ρ2 + N =





q

P1 + P2 + 2ρ P1 P2 + N N.

(85)

If we modify the control actions such that ρ2 becomes equal to ρ? instead of zero,
then ρt will be equal to (−1)t ρ? for all t ≥ 2. Suppose in the time step t = 1
the controller takes the actions U1,1 = m and U2,1 = −λ2 X̂2,1 + m, where m is a
2
2
Gaussian variable with zero mean and variance σm
. By varying σm
the correlation
coefficient ρ2 can be made equal to any value between zero and one. Therefore by
2
choosing σm
such that ρ2 = ρ? , we can rewrite (81) and (82) as
αi,t = αi,2

λ2i

N + Pi (1 − ρ? )
√
P1 + P2 + 2|ρ? | P1 P2 + N

= αi,2

λ2i

N
N + Pi (1 − ρ? )

!t−2

!t−2

,

(86)
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where the last equality follows from (85). We observe from (86) that αi,t → 0 as
t → ∞ if
!
N
λ2i
<1
N + Pi (1 − ρ? )






Pi 1 − ρ ? 2
1
,
⇒ log(λi ) < log 1 +
2
N


which completes the proof.

Scheme for the Broadcast Channel The communication and control scheme
for the white Gaussian broadcast channel is in principle similar to that of the
multiple-access channel where in the beginning the encoder separately transmit
the states of the two plants in order to make them Gaussian. Thereafter the Gaussian distributed states are transmitted jointly. This scheme works as follows.
Initial time steps, t = 0, 1
In the first two time steps the encoder transmits state observations of each plant
separately. These separate initial transmissions make plant states Gaussian distributed regardless of the distribution of their initial states. However if the initial
states are already Gaussian, then the following separate initial transmissions are
not needed.
At time step t = 0 the encoder ignores X2,0 and transmits X1,0 as S0 =
q
P
X . The decoder D1 receives R1,0 = S0 + Z0 + Z1,0 . It then estimates
α1,0 1,0
X1,0 as
r

X̂1,0 =

α1,0
R1,0 = X1,0 +
P

r

α1,0
(Z0 + Z1,0 ).
P

The controller C1 then takes an action U1,0 = −λ1 X̂1,0 for the plant 1, which
results in X1,1 = λ1 (X1,0 − X̂1,0 ). The state X1,1 ∼ N (0, α1,1 ) with α1,1 =
λ21 α1,0 (NP +N1 ) . The controller C2 does not take any action for the plant 2, therefore
X2,1 = λ2 X2,0 with α2,1 = λ22 α2,0 .
Atqtime step t = 1 the encoder E ignores X1,1 and transmits only X2,1 , i.e.,
S1 = αP2,1 X2,1 . The decoder D2 receives R2,1 = S1 +Z1 +Z2,1 . It then estimates
X2,1 as
r

X̂2,1 =

α2,1
R2,1 = X2,1 +
P

r

α2,1
(Z1 + Z2,1 ).
P
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The controller C2 then takes an action U2,1 = −λ2 X̂2,1 for the plant 2, which
results in X2,2 = λ2 (X2,1 − X̂2,1 ). The state variable X2,2 ∼ N (0, α2,2 ). The
controller C1 does not take any action for the plant 1, i.e., U1,1 = 0, therefore
X1,2 = λ1 X1,1 and X1,2 ∼ N (0, α1,2 ).
Similar to the multiple-access channel, the states X1,2 and X2,2 are now zero
1,2 X2,2 ]
√
mean Gaussian variables with correlation coefficient ρ2 = E[X
equal to
α1,2 α2,2
8
zero . Henceforth the encoder will serve both plants simultaneously.
Further time steps, t ≥ 2
The encoder E observes X1,t and X2,t , and it transmits
s

St =

P
Dt

!

X1,t
X2,t
+ g√
sgn(ρt ) ,
√
α1,t
α2,t

(87)

1,t ])(X2,t −E[X2,t ])]
√
where Dt = 1+g 2 +2g|ρt |, g ≥ 0, ρt = E[(X1,t −E[X
, and sgn(ρt ) =
α1,t α2,t
1 if ρt ≥ 0 and sgn(ρt ) = −1 if ρt < 0.
The decoder Di receives Ri,t = St +Zt +Zi,t . It then computes an MMSE estimate
of the state of the plant i as

h

X̂i,t = E Xi,t |{Ri,k }tk=0
(a)

(b)

= E[Xi,t |Ri,t ] =

i

E[Ri,t Xi,t ]
Ri,t ,
2
E[Ri,t
]

(88)

where (a) follows from E[Xi,t Ri,k ] = 0 for all k < t and Xi,t and Ri,t are Gaussian variables; (b) follows from the fact that the optimum MMSE of the Gaussian
variable is linear [34]; and we have
s

E [X1,t R1,t ] =

P α1,t
(1 + g|ρt |)
Dt

s

P α2,t
(ρt + g sgn (ρt ))
Dt
2
E[Ri,t
] = P + N + Ni .

E[X2,t R2,t ] =

(89)

8
The states in the second time step become uncorrelated irrespective of the value of the correlation between the initial states. This scheme does not exploit correlation between the initial states
and thus the stability region obtained is independent of the correlation of the initial states.
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The controller Ci takes an action Ui,t = −λi X̂i,t for the plant i, which results in
Xi,t+1 = λi (Xi,t − X̂i,t ). The mean values of the states are
h



E[Xi,t+1 ] = E λi Xi,t − X̂i,t

i

"

#

E[Ri,t Xi,t ]
(b)
= λi E Xi,t −
Ri,t = 0,
2
E[Ri,t ]

(a)

where (a) follows from (88); and (b) follows from E[Xi,2 ] = 0 and by recursively
using (a). The variance of the state Xi,t+1 is given by
αi,t+1 ,

2
E[Xi,t+1
]

=

λ2i E



Xi,t − X̂i,t

2 

!

=

λ2i

2
E[Xi,t
]

(E[Ri,t Xi,t )2 ]
.
−
2
E[Ri,t
]

(90)

By using (89) in (90) we get the following recursive equations.
!

α1,t+1 =

Dt (N + N1 ) + g 2 P (1 − ρ2t )
Dt (P + N + N1 )
!
Dt (N + N2 ) + P (1 − ρ2t )
.
Dt (P + N + N2 )

α1,t λ21

α2,t+1 = α2,t λ22

(91)
(92)

The cross-correlation between the states is given by
h







E[X1,t+1 X2,t+1 ] = E λ1 X1,t − X̂1,t λ2 X2,t − X̂2,t

i

!

= λ1 λ2 E[X1,t X2,t ] − 2E[X̂1,t X2,t ] + E[X̂1,t X̂2,t ]
(a)

= λ1 λ2

E[X1,t X2,t ]Π − E[R1,t X1,t ]E[R2,t X2,t ]Σ
Π

!

√
= λ1 λ2 α1,t α2,t ρt

(b)

!

P
−
(ρt + g|ρt |ρt + g sgn(ρt ) + gρt )Σ ,
Dt Π

(93)

E[R1,t X1,t ]E[R2,t X2,t ]
1,t ]E[R2,t X2,t ]
, E[X1,t X̂2,t ] = E[R1,tPX+N
,
P +N +N1
+N2
E[R1,t X1,t ]E[R2,t X2,t ](P +N )
, Π , (P + N + N1 )(P + N + N2 ), and
(P +N +N1 )(P +N +N2 )

where (a) follows from E[X̂1,t X2,t ] =
E[X̂1,t X̂2,t ] =
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Σ , (P + N + N1 + N2 ); and (b) follows from (89). Now we can write a recursive
equation for the correlation coefficient ρt by using (91), (92) and (93), as
E[X1,t+1 X2,t+1]
ρt+1= √
=(Dt(N Σ+N1 N2)ρt −gP Σ(1−ρ2t)sgn(ρt))
α1,t+1 α2,t+1
 

− 1



× Π Dt(N +N1)+g 2 P(1−ρ2t) Dt(N +N2)+g 2 P(1−ρ2t)

2

It has been shown in [23] that for the above recursive equation there exists a
ρ such that if ρt = ρ? then ρt+k = (−1)k ρ? for all k ≥ 0, where ρ? is the largest
root in the open interval (0, 1) of the polynomial given in (74). If we modify our
encoding scheme such that ρ2 becomes equal to ρ? instead of zero, then ρt will be
equal to (−1)t ρ? for all t ≥ 2.
(i.e., t = 0, 1)
q
q Suppose in the initial transmissions
the encoder transmits S0 = αP1,0 X1,0 + m and S1 = αP2,1 X2,1 + m, where m
2
. In this way ρ2 can take
is a Gaussian variable with zero mean and variance σm
2
2
such that
on value between zero and one by varying σm . Thus by choosing σm
?
ρ2 = ρ , we can rewrite (81) and (82) as
?

?

α1,t = α1,2

D
λ21

?

α2,t = α2,2

D
λ22

(N + N1 ) + g 2 P (1 − ρ? 2 )
D? (P + N + N1 )
(N + N2 ) + P (1 − ρ? 2 )
D? (P + N + N2 )

!t−2

(94)

!t−2

(95)

Although in the modified encoding scheme we have violated the average power
constraint for the first two transmissions, its effect can be neglected for infinite
time horizon. We observe from (94) that α1,t → 0 as t → ∞ if
D? (N + N1 ) + g 2 P (1 − ρ? 2 )
λ21
<1
D? (P + N + N1 )
!
1
D? (P + N + N1 )
⇒ log(λ1 ) < log
.
2
D? (N + N1 ) + g 2 P (1 − ρ? 2 )
!

Similarly it follows from (95) that α2,t → 0 as t → ∞ if
1
D? (P + N + N2 )
log(λ2 ) < log
2
D? (N + N2 ) + P (1 − ρ? 2 )

!



Scheme for the Interference Channel The control and communication scheme
for the interference channel works as follows.
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Initial time steps, t = 0, 1
Initially the two encoders transmit the observed state values in alternate time slots
to the respective controllers. The first two disjoint transmissions in time make
the plant states Gaussian distributed regardless of the distribution of their initial
states, which will be explained shortly. However if the initial states are already
Gaussian, then the following disjoint initial transmissions are not needed.q
At time step t = 0, the encoder E1 observes X1,0 and transmits S1,0 = αP1,0 X1,0 .
The encoder E2 does not transmit, i.e., S2,0 = 0. The decoder D1 receives
R1,0 = S1,0 + Z1,0 . It then estimates X1,0 as
r

X̂1,0 =

α1,0
R1,0 = X1,0 +
P

r

α1,0
Z1,0 .
P

The controller C1 then takes an action U1,0 = −λ1 X̂1,0 for the plant 1, which
results in X1,1 = λ1 (X1,0 − X̂1,0 ). The state X1,1 ∼ N (0, α1,1 ) with α1,1 =
N
. The controller does not take any action for the plant 2, therefore X2,1 =
λ21 α1,0
P
λ2 X2,0 with α2,1 = λ22 α2,0 .
At time step t = 1, the encoder E1qdoes not transmit any signal. The encoder
E2 observes X2,1 and transmits S2,1 = αP2,1 X2,1 . The decoder D2 receives R2,1 =
S2,1 + Z2,1 . It then estimates X2,1 as
r

X̂2,1 =

α2,1
R2,1 = X2,1 +
P

r

α2,1
Z2,1 .
P

The controller C2 then takes an action U2,1 = −λ2 X̂2,1 for the plant 2, which
results in X2,2 = λ2 (X2,1 − X̂2,1 ). The state X2,2 ∼ N (0, α2,2 ). For the plant
1, the controller does not take any action U1,1 = 0, therefore X1,2 = λ1 X1,1 and
X1,2 ∼ N (0, α1,2 ).
It is noteworthy that due to non-overlapping initial transmissions by the two
encoders, the states X1,2 and X2,2 are now zero mean Gaussian variables with cor1,2 X2,2 ]
√
equal to zero9 . Henceforth the two encoders
relation coefficient ρ2 = E[X
α1,2 α2,2
will transmit their signals simultaneously.
9

The states in the second time step become uncorrelated irrespective of the value of the correlation between the initial states. This scheme does not exploit correlation between the initial states
and thus the stability region obtained is independent of the correlation of the initial states.
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Further time steps t ≥ 2
The two encoders E1 and E2 observe X1,t and X2,t , and they respectively transmit
s

S1,t =

s

P
X1,t ,
α1,t

S2,t =

P
X2,t sgn(ρt ),
α2,t

1,t ])(X2,t −E[X2,t ])]
√
and sgn(ρt ) = 1 if ρt ≥ 0 and sgn(ρt ) =
where ρt = E[(X1,t −E[X
α1,t α2,t
−1 if ρt < 0.
In accordance, the decoder D1 receives R1,t = S1,t + hS2,t + Z1,t and the decoder
D2 receives R2,t = S2,t +hS1,t +Z2,t . The decoder Di then computes a memoryless
10
MMSE estimate of the state of the plant i as

(a)

X̂i,t = E[Xi,t |Ri,t ] =

E[Ri,t Xi,t ]
Ri,t ,
2
E[Ri,t
]

(96)

where (a) follows from the fact that the optimum MMSE of the Gaussian variable
is linear [34]; and we have
E [X1,t R1,t ] =

q

E[X2,t R2,t ] =

q

P α1,t (1 + h|ρt |) ,
P α2,t (1 + h|ρt |) sgn(ρt ),

2
E[Ri,t
] = P (1 + h2 + 2h|ρt |) + N.

(97)

The controller Ci takes an action Ui,t = −λi X̂i,t for the plant i, which results in
Xi,t+1 = λi (Xi,t − X̂i,t ). The mean values of the states are
h



E[Xi,t+1 ] = E λi Xi,t − X̂i,t
"

i
#

E[Ri,t Xi,t ]
(b)
Ri,t = 0,
= λi E Xi,t −
2
E[Ri,t ]

(a)

(98)

10

The memoryless estimator is not optimal since the channel outputs are correlated. Therefore
we expect that an improvement might be possible if we use full memory in the estimator. However
the analysis becomes complicated by considering full LMMSE estimation.
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where (a) follows from (96); and (b) follows from E[Xi,2 ] = 0 and by recursively
using (a). The variance of the state Xi,t+1 is given by
2
αi,t+1 , E[Xi,t+1
] = λ2i E





Xi,t − X̂i,t

E[Ri,t Xi,t ]
Ri,t
= λ2i E  Xi,t −
2
]
E[Ri,t

2 

!2 


!

=

λ2i

2
E[Xi,t
]

(E[Ri,t Xi,t ])2
−
.
2
]
E[Ri,t

(99)

By using (97) in (99) we get the following recursive equations
αi,t+1 = αi,t λ2i

P h2 (1 − |ρt |2 ) + N
P (1 + h2 + 2h|ρt |) + N

!

,

(100)

for i ∈ {1, 2}.
The cross-correlation coefficient ρt between the two state processes for all
t ≥ 3 is given by
h 


i
E[X1,t+1 X2,t+1 ]
1
ρt+1 = √
=√
E λ1 X1,t − X̂1,t λ2 X2,t − X̂2,t
α1,t+1 α2,t+1
α1,t+1 α2,t+1
(a)

= √

λ1 λ2
E[X1,t R2,t ]E[X2,t R2,t ]
× E[X1,t X2,t ] −
2
α1,t+1 α2,t+1
E[R2,t
]

E[X2,t R1,t ]E[X1,t R1,t ] E[X1,t R1,t ]E[X2,t R2,t ]E[R1,t R2,t ]
+
−
2
E[R1,t
]
E[R1,t ]E[R2,t ]
s
α1,t α2,t
(b)
= λ1 λ2
α1,t+1 α2,t+1

!

P sgn(ρt ) (h + |ρt |) (1 + |ρt |) P sgn(ρt ) (1 + h|ρt |)2 (2hP + P |ρt |(1 + h2 ) + N ρz )
× ρt − 2
+
P (1 + h2 + 2h|ρt |) + N
(P (1 + h2 + 2h|ρt |) + N )2
P (1 + h2 + 2h|ρt |) + N
= sgn(ρt )
P h2 (1 − |ρt |2 ) + N

(c)

!

P (h + |ρt |) (1 + |ρt |)
P (1 + h|ρt |)2 (2hP + P |ρt |(1 + h2 ) + N ρz )
× |ρt | − 2
+
P (1 + h2 + 2h|ρt |) + N
(P (1 + h2 + 2h|ρt |) + N )2
(d)

= sgn(ρt ).g(ρt ),

∀t ≥ 2.

(101)
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In the computation of (101), (a) follows from
E[X1,t R2,t ]E[X2,t R2,t ]
,
2
E[R2,t
]
E[X2,t R1,t ]E[X1,t R1,t ]
E[X2,t X̂1,t ] =
,
2
E[R1,t
]
E[X1,t R1,t ]E[X2,t R2,t ]E[R1,t R2,t ]
,
E[X̂1,t X̂2,t ] =
2
2
E[R1,t
]E[R2,t
]
E[X1,t X̂2,t ] =

(102)

(b) follows from
E[X1,t R2,t ] =

q

E[X2,t R1,t ] =

q

P α1,t (h + |ρt |),
P α2,t (h + |ρt |)sgn(ρt ),

E[R1,t R2,t ] = 2hP + P |ρt |(1 + h2 ) + N ρz ,
(c) follows from (100); and (d) follows by defining g(ρt ).
Now we wish to find conditions on the parameters {λ1 , λ2 } which ensure mean
square stability of the two systems in (70) over the given white Gaussian interference channel. In order to find the values of the parameters {λ1 , λ2 } for which the
variance of the two state processes given by (100) can be made equal to zero as
time goes to infinity, we make use of the following lemma.
Lemma 3. For the recursive equation in (101) there exists at least one ρ? ∈ [0, 1]
such that if |ρt | = ρ? then |ρt+k | = ρ? for all k ≥ 0, where ρ? is a root of one of
the two polynomials {f1 (ρ), f2 (ρ)} given in (76). Further if ρ? is a root of f1 (ρ)
then ρt+k = (−1)k ρ? , and if ρ? is a root of f2 (ρ) then ρt+k = ρ? for all k ≥ 0.
Proof. The proof can be found in [8, Appendix A].
If we modify our encoding scheme such that ρ2 becomes equal to ρ? instead of
zero, then |ρt | will be equal to ρ? for all t ≥ 2. This modification11 in the encoding
scheme can be done as follows. Suppose
in the initial transmissions
q
q (i.e., t = 0, 1)
P
the two encoders transmit S1,0 = α1,0 X1,0 + m and S2,1 = αP2,1 X2,1 + m,
2
where m is a Gaussian variable with zero mean and variance σm
. In this way ρ2
11

At this point we modify the encoding scheme in order to artificially guarantee convergence
of ρt to a fixed point. Numerical experiments suggest that ρt always converges to a fixed point
starting from an arbitrary ρ2 , and this fixed point is unique.
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2
2
can take on any value between zero and one by varying σm
. Thus by choosing σm
such that ρ2 = ρ? , we can rewrite (100) as



αi,t+1 = αi,t λ2i 


= αi,2 λ2i





P h2 1 − ρ?t 2 + N



P (1 + h2 + 2hρ?t ) + N







P h2 1 − ρ?t 2 + N
P (1 + h2 + 2hρ?t ) + N

t−2


.

(103)

Although in the modified encoding scheme we have violated the average power
constraint for the first two transmissions, its effect can be neglected for infinite
time horizon. We observe from (103) that αi,t → 0 as t → ∞ if



λ2
i



P h2 1 − ρ?t 2 + N



P (1 + h2 + 2hρ?t ) + N



<1

P (1 + h2 + 2hρ? ) + N
1
⇒ log(λi ) < log
2
P h2 (1 − ρ? 2 ) + N

!

,

(104)

for i in {1,2}. The term on the right hand side in (104) is a monotonically increasing function of ρ? , therefore we choose ρ? to be the largest among all roots
in [0, 1] of the two polynomials {f1 (ρ), f2 (ρ)}. The condition on λi in (104) guarantees mean square stability of the ith the open loop system if it is unstable i.e.,
λi > 1. For λi < 1 (i.e., log(λi ) < 0), the open loop system is self stable and
the variance of the state process will converge to zero without any control actions
in closed-loop. Therefore the sufficient conditions for mean square stability are
given by (75). This completes the proof of Theorem 14.


4.4

Conclusion

We study the problem of mean square stabilizing two discrete time scalar LTI
systems in closed-loop via control over white Gaussian multiple-access, broadcast, and interference communication channels. We propose to use simple linear
communication and control schemes which whiten the state process and make it
Gaussian, and therefore the optimal decoding of the transmitted state values at the
remote control unit(s) is linear and memoryless. The stability regions obtained are
associated with the achievable rate regions for the given channels with noiseless
feedback. Therefore our results reveal relationship between mean square stability of the two plants and the communication channels’ parameters, i.e., average
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power consumed by the encoder(s) and the average power of the noise components in different links.
The stability results provided in this paper can be easily extended for the setup
where the links from the controller(s) to the plants are also white Gaussian communication channels. For this setup we can have an encoder at each control unit
to encode the control action and an MMSE decoder at each plant to decode the
transmitted value of the control action. As long as the encoders, the decoders,
and the controllers are linear, the nature of the problem does not change and the
stability results can be easily obtained [15].

5

Optimized encoder–controller mappings for closedloop control over bandlimited noisy channels

In this section, we study iterative design of encoder–controller mappings for a
closed-loop linear system with state feedback transmitted over a noisy channel.
With the objective to minimize the expected linear quadratic cost over a finite
horizon, we propose a joint design of the sensor measurement quantization, channel error protection, and controller actuation. It is argued that despite that this
encoder–controller optimization problem is known to be hard in general, an iterative design procedure can be derived in which the controller is optimized for a
fixed encoder, then the encoder is optimized for a fixed controller, etc.
Most work on control with limited information has been devoted to stability,
while optimal designs are much less explored in the literature. Exceptions include
the study of optimal stochastic control over communication channels, e.g., [83,
103, 124].
Our main concern is optimal average performance over a finite horizon, given
a fixed data rate. In [54], we introduced an iterative design procedure for finding
encoder–controller pairs. The result is a synthesis technique for joint optimization
of the quantization, error protection and control over a bandlimited and noisy
channel. This is an important problem in networked control in the case when a
large set of sensor nodes need to limit their individual access to the communication
medium.
Some notation used throughout this subsection is as follows. Bold-faced characters are used for describing a sequence of signals or functions, e.g., xab =
{xa , . . . , xb } denotes the evolution of a discrete-time signal xt from t = a to t = b.
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et

vt
xt
Plant

yt
Sensor

it

Encoder
ft (ytt−Mt , kt−1
)
0
kt

Channel
κt (it )

Side-info
ηt (jt )

ut

jt
Controller
gt (jt0 )

Figure 15: A general system for feedback control over a discrete memoryless
channel. The dashed line indicates potential side-information signaling from the
controller to the encoder.

We use E {·} to denote the expectation operator. The notation (·)0 stands for matrix transpose and (·)† matrix pseudoinverse. To indicate an optimal solution, the
notation (·)∗ is used.

5.1

Preliminaries

Consider the control system with a communication channel depicted in Fig. 15.
The multi-variable linear plant is governed by the following equations
xt+1 = Axt + But + vt ,
yt = Cxt + et ,

(105)

where xt ∈ Rn , ut ∈ Rm , yt ∈ Rp are the state, the control, and the measurement, respectively. The variable vt ∈ Rn is the process noise and et ∈ Rp is the
measurement noise. The noise signals are independent and identically distributed
(i.i.d.) and mutually independent. They are also independent of the system initial
state x0 .
The encoder is a mapping from the set of the encoder information to a discrete
set of symbols. We take each symbol to be represented by an integer index. At
time t, the index is it ∈ CLi = {1, . . . , Li }. In particular, we are interested in the
class of encoder mappings described by the function
t
it = ft (yt−M
, k0t−1 ),
t

(106)

where the parameter Mt specifies how many of the past measurements can be
used by the encoder. Given the sequence of past side-information, k0t−1 , and the
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t
measurements, yt−M
, the encoder produces an index it . The side-information
t
kt represents available feedback to the encoder about the value of the symbol
jt ∈ CLj = {1, . . . , Lj } received at the controller. We define the side-information
(SI) at the encoder to be produced as

kt = ηt (jt ) ∈ CLk = {1, . . . , Lk }, 1 ≤ Lk ≤ Lj ,

(107)

where ηt : CLj → CLk is deterministic and memoryless.
The encoder output indexes, it , are transmitted over a discrete memoryless
channel (DMC), with input and output alphabets CLi and CLj , respectively. The
transmitted index is then received as jt . One use of the channel is defined as
jt = κt (it ),

(108)

where κt : CLi → CLj is a random memoryless mapping. By assuming Lj ≥ Li ,
the output alphabet is potentially larger than the input alphabet, and hence we
allow the possibility of soft information at the channel output.
At the receiver side, we consider a controller that causally utilizes all the available controller information jt0 to produce the control command
ut = gt (jt0 ) ∈ Rm .

(109)

We denote x̂s|t = E {xs |jt0 }, and use x̂t as a short notation for x̂t|t = E {xt |jt0 }.
Then, x̃t = xt − x̂t = xt − E {xt |jt0 } is the estimation error.
Our goal is to solve an optimal encoder–controller problem and thereby finding the suitable encoder and controller mappings. The adopted performance measure is the LQ cost E {JT }, where
JT =

T 
X



x0t Vt xt + u0t−1 Pt−1 ut−1 .

(110)

t=1

The weighting matrices Vt and Pt are symmetric and positive definite.
Summarizing the above discussions, Problem 1 below specifies the encoder–
controller optimization problem studied in this work.
Problem 1. Consider the system in Fig. 15. Given the linear plant (105) and
the memoryless channel (108), find the encoder (106) and controller (109) that
minimize the cost E {JT }.
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5.2

Iterative design

In general, finding an exact solution to Problem 1 is not feasible, because the optimization problem is highly non-linear and non-convex. Therefore, we propose a
method to design the encoder–controller pair iteratively, with the goal of finding
locally optimal solutions. Inspired by traditional quantizer and vector quantizer
designs [78,86], the idea is to fix the encoder and update the controller, then fix the
controller and update the encoder, etc. The iteration terminates when convergence
is reached. Unfortunately, the iterative optimization algorithm will not guarantee convergence to a global optimum, but by influencing the initial conditions of
the design it is possible to search for good locally optimal designs. Next, we describe the criteria used to update the controller mapping and encoder mapping,
respectively.
Optimal Controller for Fixed Encoder
The problem of finding the optimal control assuming the encoder is fixed fits
well into the setting of stochastic optimal control, e.g., [50]. We apply dynamic
programming to derive the optimal control strategy recursively. Resembling a
classical result in LQ control, we present the following proposition.
Proposition 3. Consider a fixed encoder f0T −1 . Given the plant (105) and the
memoryless channel (108), a controller mapping (109) that minimizes the LQ
cost E {JT } fulfills the following recursive relation
u∗t−1 = arg min{γt },
ut−1

n

o

∗
γt = λt + E γt+1
|jt−1
,
0

n

o

λt = E (Axt−1 + But−1 + vt−1 )0 Vt (Axt−1 + But−1 + vt−1 ) + u0t−1 Pt−1 ut−1 |jt−1
,
0
(111)
for t = 1, . . . , T , where the cost-to-go γt is initialized with the optimal cost-to-go
of t = T + 1, namely, γT∗ +1 = 0.
Unfortunately, it is in general not possible to efficiently solve (111). However,
at the special case that the encoder has full SI, kt = jt , we are able to provide a
characterization of the optimal system. As detailed in [54], the basic idea is that
the closed-loop system can be converted into an equivalent open-loop encoder
system, see Fig. 16. The detailed description of the open-loop encoder system
can be found in [54]. Given the plant, the memoryless channel and the design criterion, the solutions to the original optimization problem and the corresponding
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Figure 16: The open-loop encoder system, a virtual help-system.

optimization problem for the open-loop encoder system are closely related. Moreover, when using the iterative design approach, the open-loop encoder system is
in general easier to deal with than the original system. Hence, in the special case
of full SI we will focus on finding a solution to the open-loop encoder system, and
then derive a corresponding solution to the original system. Consider an openloop encoder system, we will be able to solve (111), as revealed by the following
proposition.
Proposition 4. Consider the open-loop encoder system, assuming a fixed openloop encoder. Given the plant (105) and the memoryless channel (108), the controller component ut = gt (jt0 ) that minimizes the LQ cost E {JT } is given by
ut = `t x̂t ,

(112)

where x̂t = E {xt |jt0 }. The control gain `t can be recursively computed as
`t = −(Pt + B 0 (Vt+1 + KT −t−1 )B)† B 0 (Vt+1 + KT −t−1 )A,
KT −t−1 = A0 (Vt+2 + KT −t−2 )A − πT −t−1 ,
πT −t−1 = A0 (Vt+2 + KT −t−2 )B(Pt+1 + B 0 (Vt+2

(113)

+ KT −t−2 )B)† B 0 (Vt+2 + KT −t−2 )A,
where Kt is initialized with K1 = A0 VT A − A0 VT B(PT −1 + B 0 VT B)† B 0 VT A.
The results in (112) and (113) illustrate that given a fixed open-loop encoder
f̄0T −1 , it is possible to explicitly characterize the optimal control strategy (111).
Observe that the optimal control strategy (112) can be decomposed into a separate
estimator/decoder and a controller. Hence, the separation property holds, e.g.,
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[50]. Additionally, one can show that the derived optimal control strategy (112) is
a certainty equivalence (CE) controller. In the optimal encoder–controller pair for
the original system, the controller may not be separated without loss in the case
of partial SI. Since we are not able to solve (111) in the general case, we resort to
using the CE controller as a sub-optimal alternative to solving (111).
Optimal Encoder for Fixed Controller
The optimal encoder mapping needs to take the impact of the predicted future
state evolutions into account. The following result is a straightforward consequence of the system assumptions and the design criterion.
Proposition 5. Consider a fixed controller g0T −1 and fixed encoder components
T −1
f0t−1 , ft+1
. Given the linear plant (105) and the memoryless channel (108), the
t
, k0t−1 ) that minimizes the LQ cost E {JT } is given by
encoder component ft (yt−M
t

it = arg min E
i∈CLi

 X
T



t
(x0s Vs xs + u0s−1 Ps−1 us−1 ) yt−M
, k0t−1 , it = i .
t

(114)

s=t+1

The encoder is specified by the encoder regions CSi (k0t−1 ), i ∈ CLi , t =
0, . . . , T − 1. In the scalar case, Mt = 0 and p = 1, the regions can be specified
by storing the boundaries between them.
Finally, we describe the encoder–controller design algorithm based on the
above discussion. As mentioned, the overall joint encoder–controller optimization problem is typically not tractable, and we therefore propose to optimize the
encoder–controller pair iteratively. There are two cases to handle separately:
1. Full SI: In this case, we carry out the design for the open-loop encoder
system in Fig. 16 and then convert the solution to the original problem in
Fig. 15.
2. Partial SI: In this case, we constrain the controller to be a CE controller,
and carry out the design for the original system in Fig. 15.
Fig. 17 depicts a flow-diagram of the design procedure. First, an initial encoder–
controller pair is specified. Thereafter, each component, f0 , g0 , . . . , fT −1 , gT −1 ,
is successively optimized. After one round, if the improvement is not below a
pre-defined threshold δ, a new round is started to update f0 , g0 , . . . , fT −1 , gT −1 .
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Initialize f0T −1 and g0T −1 ,
[0]
k := 0. Compute JˆT = E {JT }.

k := k + 1,
t := 0.

T −1
For fixed f0t−1 , ft+1
, g0T −1 ,
update ft .

T −1
For fixed f0T −1 , g0t−1 , gt+1
,
update gt .

t := t + 1.

No
t = T?
Yes
[k]

Compute JˆT = E {JT }
No
[k]
[k−1]
|JˆT − JˆT
| < δ?

Yes
End

Figure 17: The flow-diagram of the iterative encoder–controller optimization procedure. The variable k is a counter for the number of rounds. In each round, all
[k]
the encoder–controller components f0T −1 and g0T −1 are updated. The value JˆT
represents the resulting cost E {JT } after round k. The iteration is terminated
when the improvement in the system performance is less than a certain threshold
δ.
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5.3

Numerical examples

Here we present numerical experiments to demonstrate the performance obtained
by using the iterative encoder–controller design. In particular, we study the case
that encoded measurements are transmitted over a binary symmetric channel (BSC)
for which the crossover probability is denoted by . In Fig. 18, the state response
is depicted together with the transmitted symbol, the received symbol and the
control. The system has been studied for the crossover probabilities  = 0.04 and
0.3. It can be observed that the number of symbol errors increases with . Since a
symbol error can result in a control input doing more harm than good, as expected,
the magnitude of the admissible control becomes smaller when the channel error
increases.
In Fig. 19, we show the system performance in terms of the crossover probability . Performance J¯T is obtained by normalizing E {JT } with the expected cost
obtained when no control action is taken, cf., the horizontal line in Fig. 19. Three
types of encoder–controller pairs are studied: our proposed encoder–controller is
compared with two heuristic designs A and B. The first pair, encoder–controller A,
is designed as follows. The measurement is quantized using a time-invariant uniform quantizer. At the controller, received indexes are mapped into reconstructions which are fed into a Kalman filter for estimating the state xt . The Kalman
filter is designed assuming the error due to measurement noise, quantization and
transmission is white and Gaussian distributed. Thereafter, the control is calculated as a linear function of the Kalman filter output. The linear feedback law is `t
in (113). The second pair, encoder–controller B, utilizes a time-invariant uniform
encoder, together with the CE controller in (112). The last pair is an encoder–
controller trained according to our proposed design where the encoder has full SI.
It can be seen in the figure that the trained encoder–controller pair outperforms
the other two schemes.
How the encoder and controller respond to increasing the channel noise is
illustrated in Fig. 20, using the same experiment setting as in Fig. 19. In the figure,
we demonstrate the partition of the real numbers defined by the encoder mapping
f0 , and the corresponding reconstructions x̂0 , for growing . Recall that the control
is a linear function of the reconstruction. We note that the number of controls
chosen by the encoder decreases with increasing . This phenomenon is wellknown in quantization for noisy channels and is attributed to the varying abilities
of binary codewords in combating channel errors. For very noisy channels, it is
beneficial to transmit only the “stronger” codewords, providing true redundancy
for error protection. Note that the asymmetry at  = 0.16 is also a consequence
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Figure 18: The system behavior is illustrated with respect to the crossover probability . The state response xt , the transmitted symbol it , the received symbol jt
and the control ut are depicted. In this example,  = 0.04 results in no transmission error and  = 0.3 in three errors.
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Figure 19: A comparison of the control performance between the proposed
encoder–controller proposed and two heuristic encoder–controllers (encoder–
controller A and encoder–controller B). Independent of the crossover probability,
the proposed encoder–controller gives best performance.
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of the fact that the binary codewords are unequally sensitive to the channel errors.
Another impact of increasing  is that the encoder thresholds and the controls
are all moved closer to zero, indicating that only small-valued control actions are
allowed.

6

Consensus over noisy digital channels

In this section we will propose the coding techniques for consensus algorithms
in the case of noisy digital channels introduced in [64], [65]. This methodology
has already been described in details in the Deliverable D02.03 - Communication
Network Design release 1 where its advantages in solving the consensus problem
over noisy digital channels have been emphasized. Here we recall briefly the algorithm, and focus on its performance in terms of computational and communication
complexities.
We consider a finite set of agents V of cardinality n and assume that each agent
v ∈ V has access to some partial information consisting in the observation of a
scalar value θv . The full vector of observations is denoted by θ = (θv )v∈V . We
consider the case when all θv ’s take values in the same bounded interval Θ ⊆ R.
Such an interval may represent the common measurement range of the agents,
possibly dictated by technological constraints, and assumed to be known a priori
to all the agents. For ease of exposition, we assume that Θ coincides with the
unitary interval [0, 1]. For the network, the goal is to compute the average of such
values,
X
y := f (θ) = n−1 v∈V θv
through repeated exchanges of information among the agents and without a centralized computing system. Communication among the agents takes place as
follows. At each time instant t = 1, 2, . . ., every agent v broadcasts a binary
signal av (t) ∈ {0, 1} to its out-neighbourhood Nv+ . Every agent w ∈ Nv+ receives a possibly erased version bv→w (t) ∈ {0, 1, ?} of av (t). Here, the symbol
? represents a lost binary signal. We denote by bv (t) = (bw→v (t))w∈Nv− , and
b0v (t) = (bv→w (t))w∈Nv+ the vector of signals received by agent v at time t, and,
respectively, the vector of signals received from agent v by its out-neighbours.
At time t, each agent v ∈ V makes an estimate ŷv (t) of y. The compact notation a(t) = (av (t))v∈V , b(t) = (bv (t))v∈V , and ŷ(t) = (ŷv (t))v∈V , is used for
the full vectors of transmitted signals, received signals, and estimates at time t,
respectively.
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We assume the communication network to be memoryless, i.e., that b(t) is
conditionally independent from the initial observations θ and the previous transmissions {a(s), b(s) : 1 ≤ s < t}, given the currently broadcasted signals a(t).
Further, we assume that, given a(t), for every v ∈ V and w ∈ Nv+ ,
bv→w (t) =


?

w.p. ε
w.p. 1 − ε.

av (t)

Here ε is some erasure probability which, for simplicity, is assumed to remain constant in t, v and w. Distributedness of the computation algorithm is then modeled
by constraining the transmitted signal av (t) to be a function of the local information available to agent v at the end of the (t − 1)-th round of communication, and
the estimate ŷv (t) to be a function of the information available to agent v at the
end of the t-th round of communication. The local information available to agent
v at the end of the t-th round of communication, consists of its initial observation,
as well as of the signals received by v up to time t:
iv (t) := {θv , bv (s) : 1 ≤ s ≤ t} .
Observe that the case ε = 0 reduces to one-bit-quantized transmission, which has
been already considered in the literature.
The communication setting outlined above can be conveniently described by
a directed graph Gε = (V, E), whose vertices are the agents, and such that an ordered pair (v, w) with v 6= w belongs to E if and only if w ∈ Nv+ (or, equivalently,
if v ∈ Nw− ), i.e., if v transmits to w with erasure probability ε < 1. Here we assume that the graph Gε is strongly connected, i.e., that there exists a directed path
connecting any pair of its vertices. A distributed computation algorithm on the
communication graph Gε = (V, E) is specified by a pair A = (Φ, Ψ) of double(t)
indexed families of maps Φ = {φ(t)
v : v ∈ V, t ∈ N}, and Ψ = {ψv : v ∈ V, t ∈
N}, specifically
−

Nv
φ(t)
v : Θ × {0, 1, ?}

ψv(t) : Θ × {0, 1, ?}

×[t−1]

Nv− ×[t]

→ {0, 1},

→ Θ,

(t)
and av (t) = φ(t)
v (iv (t − 1)), ŷv (t) = ψv (iv (t)).
In the sequel, we shall propose and study some distributed computation algorithms that can be framed in the above general setting. In order to analyze their
performance, we will study the distance of the estimates ŷv (t) from the average of
the initial values y:
e(t) = ŷ(t) − y1 .
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Namely, we define two complexity figures, the communication complexity and
the computational complexity. The communication complexity of a distributed
algorithm A on a graph Gε is measured in terms of the function
n

h

i

o

τ (δ) := inf t ∈ N : n−1 E ||e(s)||2 ≤ δ, ∀s ≥ t ,
where δ ∈]0, 1]. In other words, for δ ≥ 0, τ (δ) denotes the minimum number of
binary transmissions each agent has to perform in order to guarantee that the average mean squared estimation error does not exceed δ. Instead, the computational
complexity of an algorithm A on a graph Gε is measured as follows. For every
t ∈ N, and v ∈ V, we denote by κv (t) the minimum number of binary operations
(t)
required by agent v to evaluate the functions φ(t)
v (·) and ψv (·). Then, we define
κ(δ) := max

X

τ (δ)
t=1

κv (t) : v ∈ V



,

δ ∈]0, 1] .

Hence, for any δ > 0, κ(δ) denotes the maximum, over all agents v ∈ V, of the
total number of binary operations required to be performed, in order to achieve an
average mean squared estimation error not exceeding δ.

6.1

Reliable transmission of continuous information through
digital noisy channels

When the communication graph is complete, with all the agents connected through
binary erasure broadcast channels, the problem reduces to that of reliable transmission of continuous information through digital noisy channels, which we addressed in Section 2, see [70]. While referring to [70] for general informationtheoretical limits and complexity vs performance tradeoffs, for reader’s convenience we revise here some results which will be used in the sequel.
Let θ be a random variable taking values in the unitary interval Θ = [0, 1],
according to some a-priori probability law. Consider a memoryless binary erasure
channel with erasure probability ε ∈ (0, 1). At each time t ∈ N, the channel has
input at ∈ {0, 1}, output bt ∈ {0, 1, ?}, with bt conditionally independent from x,
{as , bs : 1 ≤ s ≤ t − 1}, given at , and such that bt = at with probability 1 − ε,
and bt =? with probability ε. The goal is to design a sequence of encoders Υ =
(Υt : Θ → {0, 1})t∈N , and of decoders Λ = (Λt : {0, 1, ?}t → Θ)t∈N , such that, if
at = Υt (x), bt is the corresponding channel output, and θ̂t := Λt (b1 , . . . , bt ) the
current estimate, the mean squared error E[(θ − θ̂t )2 ] is minimized. The computational complexity of the sequential coding scheme (Υ, Λ) is measured, for every
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time horizon ` ∈ N, in terms of the total number k` of binary operations required
to compute Υt (x) and Λt (b1 , . . . , bt ) for all 1 ≤ t ≤ `.
Here, in particular, we consider two specific classes of sequential transmission schemes described and analyzed in [70]. The first class is that of random
linear tree codes, referred to by the superscript L. These codes have exponential
convergence rates with respect to the number of channel uses, and computational
complexity proportional to the the cube of the number of channel uses. The second
class is that of irregular repetition codes (superscript R). Such codes have linear
computational complexity, but subexponential converge rates. The performance
of these two classes of codes is summarized in the following lemmas.
Lemma 4 ( [70], Coroll. 6.2). There exist a sequence of linear encoders ΥL , and
a sequence of decoders ΛL , such that, if θ̂` = ΛL` (b1 , . . . , b` ), then, for all ` ≥ 0,
h

i

E (θ − θ̂` )2 ≤ βL2` ,

k`L ≤ B`3 ,

(115)

where βL ∈ (0, 1), and B > 0 are constants depending on the erasure probability
ε only.
Lemma 5 ( [70], Prop. 5.1). There exist a sequence of linear encoders ΥR , and a
sequence of decoders ΛR , such that, if θ̂` = ΛR
` (b1 , . . . , b` ), then, for all l ≥ 0,
h

i

√

E (θ − θ̂` )2 ≤ βR2 ` ,

k`R ≤ 2` ,

(116)

where βR ∈ (0, 1) is a constant depending on the erasure probability ε only.

6.2

Distributed averaging

In this section, we present two iterative distributed averaging algorithms, working
on a strongly connected graph Gε . Both algorithms are based on a sequence of
transmission phases, indexed by j ≥ 1, alternated to averaging steps. Each agent
v ∈ V maintains a scalar state xv (j), j ≥ 0, which is initialized to the original observation θv . The state xv (j) has to be thought as v’s estimate of y at the beginning
of the (j + 1)-th phase. During the j-th transmission phase, each agent broadcasts
`j binary signals to its out-neighbors. These binary signals represent an encoding
of the state xv (j − 1). At the end of the j-th phase, each agent estimates each of
its in-neighbors’ states from the signals received from it, and it updates its state to
a convex combination of these estimates and its own current state. The process is
then iterated.
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We provide now a formal description of the algorithms. Let P be a doublystochastic, irreducible matrix adapted to Gε , with non-zero diagonal entries. Let
(`j )j∈N be a sequence of positive integers, each `j representing the length of the jP
th transmission phase, and define hj := i≤j `i , for all j ∈ N and h0 = 0. Further,
let Υ and Λ be sequences of encoders and decoders as introduced in Sect. 6.1.
Then, the proposed distributed algorithms consist of the following steps. First of
all, each agent v ∈ V initializes its state setting xv (0) = θv . Then, for all j ∈ N
and v ∈ V:
Communication phase: v broadcasts an encoded version of its state xv (j − 1) to
its out-neighbours, namely, ∀ hj−1 < t ≤ hj , it transmits the binary signal
at = Υk (xv (j − 1)) ,

k = t − hj−1 ,

(117)

State update: at the end of the j-th communication phase, v estimates the state
hj
; for
of all its in-neighbours, based on the received signals {bv (t)}t=h
j−1 +1
−
(v)
each w ∈ Nv , let x̂w (j − 1) be the estimate of xw (j − 1) built by agent v,
then
(118)
x̂(v)
w (j − 1) = Λ`j (bw→v (hj−1 + 1), . . . , bw→v (hj )) .
Then, v updates its own state according to the following consensus-like step:
xv (j) =

X

Pvw x̂(v)
w (j − 1) + Pvv xv (j − 1) .

(119)

w∈Nv−

Observe that the above-described algorithms can be framed in the general setting
described in Sect. 6.1. Indeed, for all j ≥ 1, one has
(v)

φhj−1 +k (iv (hj−1 + k)) = Υi (xv (j − 1))
(v)
ψhj−1 +k (iv (hj−1 + k)) = xv (j − 1)

0 < k ≤ `j ,
0 ≤ k < `j .

Notice that state xv (j − 1) represents the estimate that agent v has of y along all
j-th phase, i.e.,
ŷv (t) = xv (j − 1) ,

∀hj−1 ≤ t < hj .

(120)

In what follows, we consider two implementations of the algorithm. In the first
implementation, referred to as algorithm AL , we use linear tree codes Υ = ΥL ,
Λ = ΛL , and phase-lengths `Lj = SL j for some SL ∈ N. In the second implementation, referred to as algorithm AR , we use repetition codes Υ = ΥR , Λ = ΛR ,
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2
and phase-lengths `R
j = SR j , for some SR ∈ N. Observe that, thanks to (115),
one has, for the algorithm AL ,



E

2 

x̂(v)
w (j − 1) − xw (j − 1)

≤ αL2j ,

(121)

for every j ∈ N, v ∈ V, and w ∈ Nv− , where αL := βLSL . Similarly, for the
algorithms AR , Eq. (116) guarantees that


E

2 

x̂(v)
w (j − 1) − xw (j − 1)

2j
≤ αR
,

(122)

√

for every j ∈ N, v ∈ V, and w ∈ Nv− , where αR := βR SR .
It should be mentioned that other choices could have been made for the communication phase lengths, as well as for the coding schemes used during each of
them. For instance, block codes of different lengths could have been used during
each phase. Our choice of using the same anytime transmission scheme for every
agent during each communication phase, has the advantage of fewer memory requirements (only one transmission scheme has to be memorized by each agent),
anonymity (each agent uses the same transmission scheme, and the state updating
rules only depend on its position in the graph), and adaptiveness with respect to
the erasure probability ε. In fact, it is not required to know the actual value of ε in
order to design Υ and Λ, see Remarks 3 and 5 in [70].

6.3

Performance analysis

We now present results characterizing the performance of the algorithms AL , AR
introduced in Sect. 6.2. Throughout, we assume that Gε is a strongly connected
graph, and P is a doubly stochastic, irreducible matrix which is adapted to Gε ,
and has positive diagonal entries. Notice that this implies that P ∗ P is doublystochastic and irreducible. It then follows from Perron-Frobenius theorem that
P ∗ P has the eigenvalue 1 with multiplicity one and corresponding eigenvector
1, and all its other eigenvalues have modulus strictly smaller than 1. Hence, P
has largest singular value equal to 1 and all other singular values strictly smaller
than 1. We denote by ρ := ρ(P ) < 1 the second largest singular value of P , and
assume that ρ ≥ ρ, where ρ > 0 is some a priori constant.12
12

This may be enforced without using global information, by assuming Pvv ≥ (1 + ρ)/2. Note
that this assumption is for analysis’ purpose only, and the agents do not need to know ρ to run the
algorithms. The assumption entails a minimal loss of generality in that it rules out the case ρ = 0:
related results which cover this case can be found in [64].
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Observe that the vector of the estimation errors on y made by the different
agents, e(t) = ŷ(t) − y1, is constant during each transmission phase, i.e.,
e(t) = e(hj ) ,

∀ hj ≤ t < hj+1 .

(123)

for any j ≥ 0. To analyze the performance of our algorithms, it is useful to
introduce a suitable decomposition of e; for all j ≥ 0, we can write that
e(hj ) = z(j) + ζ(j)1 ,
where





z(j) = x(j) − n−1 1∗ x(j) 1

(124)

represents the difference between the current estimates and the average of the
current states, whereas
ζ(j) = n−1 1∗ x(j) − y = n−1 1∗ (x(j) − x(0))

(125)

accounts for the distance between the current average of the estimates and the
average of the initial conditions. Now, observe that the state dynamics (119) may
be rewritten in the following compact form
x(j + 1) = P x(j) + (P

∆(j + 1)) 1 ,

(126)

where x(0) = θ and where ∆(j) = (∆vw (j))v,w∈V is defined, for all j ∈ N, by
(

∆vw (j) :=

−
x̂(v)
w (j − 1) − xw (j − 1) if w ∈ Nv
0
if w ∈
/ Nv− .

Notice that, in general, ∆vw (j) has non-zero mean, and it is not independent
from xw (j), and therefore from the errors introduced by the previous transmission phases {∆(i) : 1 ≤ i < j}. We have the following result.
Proposition 6. Consider the stochastic system (126), driven by a noise process
{∆(j) : j ≥ 1} satisfying
E[∆vw (j)2 ] ≤ α2j ,

j ≥ 1,

for some 0 < α < ρ. Then, for all j ≥ 0,
E[ζ 2 (j)] ≤ α2 (1 − α)−2 ,

(127)

n−1 E[kz(j)k2 ] ≤ ρ2j (1 − α/ρ)−2 .

(128)
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The following result characterizes the performance of both algorithms AL and
AR .
Theorem 15 (No communication feedback). For any choice of the initial phase’s
length SL (respectively, SR ), there exists a real-valued random variable ŷ such
that
h
i
E (y − ŷ)2 ≤ α2 (1 − α)−2 ,
(129)
√

where α = βLSL (respectively, α = βR SR ) and that the estimates of algorithm AL
(respectively, AR ) satisfy, with probability one,
lim ŷv (t) = ŷ ,

t→∞

∀v ∈ V .

(130)

Moreover, it is possible to choose the initial phase length SL (respectively, SR )
in such a way that the algorithm AL (respectively, AR ) has communication and
computational complexities satisfying
τL (δ) ≤ C1 + C2

log3 δ −1
,
log2 ρ−1

κL (δ) ≤ C3 + C4

log7 δ −1
,
log4 ρ−1

and, respectively,
log5 δ −1
τR (δ) ≤ C5 + C6 3 −1 ,
log ρ

log5 δ −1
κR (δ) ≤ C7 + C8 3 −1 ,
log ρ

for all δ ∈]0, 1], where {Ci : i = 1, . . . , 8} are positive constants depending on ε
only.
Observe that, by (129), the mean squared distance between the asymptotic
estimate ŷ and the actual value y, is upper bounded by a constant which, quite
remarkably, is independent of either the size of the network or the consensus matrix P , and depends only on the length of the first transmission phase. Moreover
Theorem 15 shows that both the algorithms AL and AR have communication and
computational complexities growing at most poly-logarithmically in the desired
precision. The bounds on the communication (resp. computation) complexities
suggest that for the agents it may be sufficient to use fewer channel transmissions
in order to achieve a desired precision when running the algorithm AL than when
running AR , and that the opposite happens if the number of computations is considered. This behavior has been confirmed in a number of simulations we have
run implementing the algorithms. Furthermore, in Theorem 15 both complexities
depend on ρ, the second largest singular value of the matrix P . As the matrix
P is adapted to the communication graph Gε , the dependence of the bounds on ρ
captures the effect of the network topology.
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7

Conclusion

In this document we reported the advances obtained within the project on the field
of control and estimation over noisy communication channels.
In section 2 we analyzed the case of the digital erasure channel and proposed
anytime coding algorithms which are suitable to control and estimation purposes.
In particular we obtained upper and lower bounds on the highest exponential rate
achievable for the mean squared error with respect to the number of channel uses.
Using finer information-theoretic arguments, most of our results can be extended
to more general discrete memoryless channels. In particular, Theorem 1 can be
extended to general discrete memoryless channels. Two coding methods have
been proposed. One is very computationally demanding, but which optimally exploits the communication resource (exponential error rates). The other is instead
suboptimal from the point of view of the use of communication resource (subexponential error rates), but is on the other hand extremely algorithmically simple.
Some of the questions raised in this section have been left open. A particularly
relevant issue is to design other possible encoding methods with intermediate performance compared with the previous ones, and in particular the design, if they
exist, of low-complexity coding schemes achieving exponential error rates.
In section 5 we have investigated joint optimization of the encoder and the
controller in closed-loop control of a linear plant with low-rate feedback over a
memoryless noisy channel. We introduced an iterative approach to the design of
encoder–controller pairs inspired by the traditional design of vector quantizers. In
the case of full SI, we introduced a “virtual help-system,” the open-loop encoder
system. We showed that a CE controller is optimal for any given encoder in this
system, and we argued that encoder–controller pairs designed for the help-system
can be translated to perform well in the original system. In the case of partial
SI, we cannot claim that enforcing the CE controller structure is without loss.
However, since the general controller problem is challenging in this case, we used
CE controllers as sub-optimal, but practically feasible approximations. Finally,
we have performed various numerical investigations. Our results demonstrate the
promising performance obtained by employing the proposed design algorithms.
In section 3, we studied the problem of mean square stabilizing a discrete time
LTI system over some basic topologies of Gaussian sensor networks. We proposed to use delay-free linear communication and control strategies, and thereby
obtained sufficient conditions for stabilization. We also obtained necessary conditions for stabilization using information theoretic bounds and in some cases
bounds are shown to be tight. Our results reveal a relationship between the com93
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munication channel parameters (i.e., signal-to-noise ratios) and the possibility of
stabilizing the plant. Some discussion on vector valued systems can be found
in [41]. An interesting extension of this work would be to consider instantaneous
non-linear relaying strategies which can potentially increase the achievable rate
and thus extend the class of stablizable systems over the considered Gaussian sensor networks.
In section 4 we studied the problem of mean square stabilizing two discrete
time scalar LTI systems in closed-loop via control over white Gaussian multipleaccess, broadcast, and interference communication channels. We propose to use
simple linear communication and control schemes which whiten the state process
and make it Gaussian, and therefore the optimal decoding of the transmitted state
values at the remote control unit(s) is linear and memoryless. The stability regions
obtained are associated with the achievable rate regions for the given channels
with noiseless feedback. Therefore our results reveal relationship between mean
square stability of the two plants and the communication channels’ parameters,
i.e., average power consumed by the encoder(s) and the average power of the
noise components in different links. The stability results provided can be easily
extended for the setup where the links from the controller(s) to the plants are also
white Gaussian communication channels. For this setup we can have an encoder at
each control unit to encode the control action and an MMSE decoder at each plant
to decode the transmitted value of the control action. As long as the encoders, the
decoders, and the controllers are linear, the nature of the problem does not change
and the stability results can be easily obtained [15].
Finally in section 6 we have considered the averaging problem on networks of
digital links, and established suitable performance figures to evaluate its algorithmic solutions, in terms of communication and computation complexities. On this
ground, our main contribution has consisted in proposing and analyzing a family
of average consensus algorithms, based on encoding/decoding schemes with precision increasing with time. Such increase is meant to compensate the effect of
errors in digital communications, which can be modeled as additive noise. Our
results show almost sure convergence to average consensus, with communication
and computation complexities growing poly-logarithmically in the desired precision. The question is open whether a logarithmic algorithm can be designed
for average consensus on digital networks, and how much global information it
would require to be run by the agents. Moreover we plan also to combine the
technique presented here with the ZIZO algorithm introduced above to deal with
the noiseless communication channel.
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